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ABSTRACT

This report describes a study of the extinction and scattering
of infra-red radiation from an aerosol of fine particles. A descrip-
tion is given of the method developed for generation of a uniform
optically thin cloud of particles. Reynolds aluminum 40XD powder was
used for this test. The optical equipment including glo-bar source,
focusing optics, traversing mechanism and Perkin Elmer model 98
moncchromator is described. The extinction coefficient and normalized
scattering function is reported for 21 wave lengths of incident radia-
tion.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

The study of radiation heat transfer in absorbing, emitting and
scattering media was initiated by an analytical study of systems of
particles bounded by infinite plane diffuse walls. The results of
this study are reported in Aeroaautical Research Laboratories report
number ARL63-3. The analysis assumed plane parallel systems of uni-
fort spherical particles. The refractive index of the particles was
assumed known and constant for all wave lengths. Cases of isothermal
clouds of particles rnd radiative equilibrium were considered.

In many situations of engineering interest, the particles will
be neither spherical, uniform nor isothermal. In addition, informa-
tLon on the complex refractive index of mo.t materials is rather
scarce. The purpose--a--the present investigation is to develop a
method of determining the necessary scattering functions and ex-
tinction coefficients of clouds of particles. Such determinations
would thus allow the previous analysis to be applied to systems com-
posed of these particles.

Analytical prediction of the scattering parameters of typical
dusts would be impractical. Not only would the mathematical ex-
tension of Mie theory to irregular particles of mixed sizes be dif-
ficult, but, it is often impossible to accurately usscribe the par-
ticle size and shape as well as the refractive index for all wave
lengths of radiation. The study described in this report is there-
fore concerned primarily with the development of a method of ex-
perimental determination of these parameters.

There is no unique design for a light scattering device, and no
such devices are offered on the market. It is the responsibility of
each investigator to use his ingenuity and experience to custom-
build or fashion a device that will perform to meet the criteria
which have been established. The intended use of the data will dic-
tate, for the most part, the design of the instrument. It is for
this reasor. that a literature survey, per se, is not presented. In-
stead, only a few comments from some of the literature that has been
surveyed will be presented, while additional notes will be attached
as an appendage for those interested in the vast number of applica-
tions for light scattering experiments or the uses of light scatter-
ing for experimental work.

Although a search of the literature did not produce a design of
light scattering equipment which could be used in this investigation
to determine the scattering function for an aerosol of irregular
shaped particles, much information can be gained from previous work in
light scattering measurements.

Manuscript released January 31, '964 by the authors for publica-
tion as an ARL Technical Documentary Report.
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Through the efforts of Gustav Mie the electromagnetic wave
theories had been fairly well developed by 1908; however, very little
experimental work in light scattering was done prior to World War II.
Interest in colloids, with a great need to develop techniques which
would accurately determine particle size and particle concentrations,
provided the stimulus needed to recognize the versatile tool avail-
able in light scattering measurements. Work on aerosols for the Of-
fice of Scientific Research and Development by LaMer and Sinclair in
the years 1940-42 undoubtedly helped to provide this stimulus. Their
work was published as an OSRD report which appeared in part in vari-
ous scientific journals during the postwar years.

LaMer and Barnes (89) were among the first, if not the first, to
confirm experimentally the general theories of Rayleigh and Mie, par-
ticularly Mie. For this reason some detail of their work will be
presented here, whereas other contributions will not be noted at this
time. This should not be construed to mean that this was the most
significant contribution to the field, however. The first problem
they encountered, prior to their experiments to confirm the electro-
magnetic wave theory of the scattering of light of transparent
spheres, was the development of a method for comparison of sols with
a 1i.gh degree of uniformity of particle size as a base for funda-
mental measurements for checking theory and calibrating methods.
They were successful in preparing a mono-dispersed sol of different
particle sizes. Prior to their success it was difficult to obtain
colloidal and macromolecular systems of a well-defined and fairly
uniform particle size. It is believed by some (150) that this was
the reason for the lag in experimental work, togethe~r with the fact
that dimensions on colloidal systems and their molecular weights was
not considered important until the early 19 40's. Along with this
contribution they developed a device (2) which enabled them to make
light scattering measurements on hydrophobic colloidal dispersions of
a sulfur sol using light in the visible range; i.e., wave lengths
0.37 to 0.85 microns. A Coleman double monochromator Model 10-S was
used for monochromatic light transmittance measurements. Their
measurements were alternated between distilled water and a dispersion
tube containing the sulfur sol. Their data were corrected for varia-
tions in readings (explained as bein& due to settling and redissolving
of particles), by taking readings in rapid succession at specified
points and using these specified points to adjust the cu-ves. The
curves which they plotted were total scattering versus wave length
(in water). Reproducibility was reported to be good. The sols con-
tained spheres or at least seemed to under the ultra-microscope. It
was in this early work that the experimenters noticed scattering
minimum which shifted to longer wave lengths with larger particle
sizes. This.is ontrfthe earliest reports where researchers, or
experimenters, reported the influence of superposition. Considerable
variation or irregularity of curves was noted, including secondary
maxima not before reported, which became increasingly apparent and
more pronounced with more homogeneous particle sizes, although prac-
tically absent in heterogeneous sols. Smooth total scattering curves
resulted when heterogeneous sols were used. These sols were prepared
by adding a solution of sulfur in acetone to water and were observed
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by ultra-microscopic examination. The presence of a few secondary
maxima in total scattering had been considered previously, at least
theoretically, by Lowen. Their method of determining particle radius
and refractive index as a result of plotting their data was rather
unique.

It is interesting to note that early experimenters (90) using
light scattering measurements as a tool recognized the need for a
standardization of symbolism, yet some twenty years later no progress
seems to have been made toward this end.

DeVore and Pfund (29) made use of the Mie minimum observed in
total scattering measurements for their work on dielectric powders
of zinc sulfide and ti*anium dioxide. Using the changing of position
of the Mie minimum with variation of refractive index, they were able
to develop methods for measuring the refractive indices of some
powders of uniform particle size. Henry (66) found in his investi-
gation that the transmission of powder films in the infra-red region
had spectral transmission curves considerably different from those
of the same material in bulk form.

The majority of investigations seeking to confirm the Mie and
Rayleigh theories have been successful; however, great care must be
exercised in developing equipment necessary to make such measure-
ments. The theories, in general, have been accepted as fact and con-
firmed experimentally. Little work, however, has been done to con-
firm the Mie theory for regions of large size parameters (alpha) (22),
probably due to the difficulty involved in producing suitable dis-
tributions of uniform scattering particles of large sizes. LaMer was
very successful in confirming the region for alpha from 2 to 13.
Cleveland and Raymond (22) were evidently the first to make measure-
ments of integrated scattering by metallic spheres; however, their
results were obtained from layers of particles rather than from an
aerosol. A Perkin-Elmer Model 12A Spectrometer was used for their
measurements and the slit width was varied to maintain full deflec-
tion on the chart; consequently, the angle of reception also varied
for measurements of different wave lengths, which is contrary to the
constant angle of reception used in the present investigation. Using
a sodium chloride prism, their investigation covered a wave length
range of 0.45 to 15 microns, which would extend the low side of the
useful range of the sodium chloride prism to such an extent that one
should be skeptical of the results. Curves of scattering area coef-
ficient as a function of size parameter (alpha) were presented. Since
a hetero-disperse system was being investigated, the particle size
parameter was necessarily based on an average particle size. Conse-
quently, Cleveland and Raymond were faced with the same dilemma as
the authors of this investigation in that any comparison of experi-
mental work on poly-disperse systems with the theoretical work of Mie
requires that an average or pseudo particle size be used.

Much of the work published on light scattering measurements has
attempted to verify the theories of Mie and Rayleigh or, accepting
these theories as fact, to determine particle size distributions of
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colloids, particle concentrations, and/or refractive indices of sub-
stances. Since the particle size parameter can be varied by varying
the size of the particle, it is no wonder that most investirations
have been made using white light and that very little work has been
done in the infra-red region.

Considerable effort is required on the part of the investigator
to obtain exact numerical solutions to the Mie equations, and for
this reason results of electronic computer calculations have been
published in tables to minimize the work required to obtain answers.
The tables of Chu, Clark, and Churchill (17)(21), and Gumprecht.and
Sliepcevich (47) are particularly noteworthy and were used to obtain
solutions to the Mie equations for a few cases reported in this in-
vestigation.

In order to establish a well-founded background and understand-
ing of the electromagnetic wave theory, most experiments and analyses
reported in the literature have necessarily been for mono-disperse
systems; consequently, little is reported on poly-disperse systems.
Numerous works by Heller and his co-workers have appeared in the
literature over the past fifteen years. Their theoretical analyses
and experimental confirmations of the Mie theory are probably the
most extensive and complete of any work published to date. Obviously,
few systems found in nature are mono-disperse. It is for this reason,
as pointed out in the introduction, that the experimental work for
poly-disperse systems is being extended as in this investigation.
The experimental approach is obvious since, except for certain special
cases, no suitable solutions exist for non-spherical particles.

Light scattering measurements on poly-disperse systems have been
made by the astrophysicist and meteorologist. The nephelometer and
the transmissometer are two devices used for measuring light scatter-
ing and transmission of the atmosphere (124) which usually utilize a
photo-multiplier detector.

It is of particular interest to this investigation to cite the
works published by Pritchard et al (124), and Gibbon et al (41), on
their investigations of light scattering and transmissions through
atmospheres. These papers further support the conclusionis of this
investigation that angular distribution of intensity curves for sys-
tems containing particles of non-uniform size and distributions will
be smooth functions.

This investigation succeeded in obtaining the scattering func-
tion for an aluminum oxide powder dispersed in air for 21 values of
wave length. In addition, the investigation produced the mass scat-
tering coefficient and the mass extinction coefficient for the same
media.

Considerablreattention was given to the design of the apparatus
for measuring the mass scattering coefficient, the mass extinction
coefficient, and the scattering function for the real substance, so
that the values obtained would be valid for optically thin media.
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Single scattering phenomena was considered since radiant heat trans-

fer in scattering and absorbing media that is optically thin is of

primary interest for the present-day heat transfer analysis.



SECTION II

DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT

The physical arrangement of the apparatus used to measure the
angular distribution of intensity was a result of several compromises
involved in cost, versatility and utility. Several configurations
were studied before a proposed final design was considered acceptable.

Prior to the initiation of the design the literature was sur-
veyed to ascertain whether or not there was a configuration that was
typical for this purpose. It was soon concluded that there was no
standard design available for measurements of this kind and that a de-
vice would have to be custom-made to meet the criteria established
for this investigation. The problem was approached by first consid-
ering the objectives for which the apparatus was being designed; i.e.,
establishing a criteria for the design. In f(ilowing this approach
the end result may. appear to be somewhat unorthodox for this type of
apparatus. The objective was to develop a device which would measure
the angular distribution of intensity or "scattered" radiation from a
"cloud" of particles which had been irradiated by a ray of energy.
It was desirable to measure the angular distribution of intensity
through a range of 180 degrees, that is from = 00 (forward scatter-
ing) toe3 =1800 (backward scattering), with the angle 9 being de-
fined as that angle between the direction of the scattered energy and
the direction of the incident ray. Continuous angular scanning was
considered more desirable than the less acceptable method of obtain-
ing intensity readings at discrete angles. The "cloud" of particles
was to. be irradiated with monochromatic energy, or a device would be
designdd to measure the monochromatic intensity of the scattered
radiation from the "cloud." The "cloud" of particles was not to be
suspended in a cell, tube, or container that would introduce ex-
traneous cell reflections or require the scattered light to traverse
media with different refractive indices, since it was desirable to
measure the scattered intensity of particles nf irregular shape and
size dispersed in air. Also, since "single scattering" phenomena was
being investigated, it would be necessary to construct a particle
generator that would provide a "cloud," or what might be called an
aerosol, of f'inely dispersed particles. It was vitally important
that the design provide for the following: Uniform distribution of
particles supplied continuously for the period of time required to
take measurements, controlled density, and the ability to reproduce
conditions consistently. It was also recognized that it would be
necessary to collect the particles through the use of some suitable
device, if a continuously moving cloud were considered, and either to
discard the particles or reclaim them. To extend the versatility of
the apparatus to include extinction measurements, it would be neces-
sary to find some method of determining the density of the "cloud."

With the criteria established, a configuration was visualized,
and after many compromises the design was formalized. In presenting
a description of the apparatus, a general description will be given
first, which will be followed by more intricate design details of the
component parts.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS

Aluminum oxide particles of irregular shape and size were dis-
persed in an air stream by a suitably-designed generator to form a
poly-dispersed system of fluidized particles (See Schematic of Parti-
cle Generator Design). These particles were injected vertically,
under air pressure, through a highly-polished tube 0.375 inch in
diameter, forming a column of fluidized particles bounded by the am-
bient air (free stream). The relatively low differential pressure
between the mainstream and the bounding surfaces, plus the kinetic
energy of stream, were zufficient to permit the column of fluidized
particles to remain essentially cylindrical for approximately 0.6-
inch beyond the exit of the tube before diverging or "fanning out."
It was this cylindrical region near the exit of the tube that con-
stituted the specimen area. The stream tube was positioned concen-
trically through a 1-1/2-inch hole located in the center of a 36-
inch rotating platform-,,- on which was located a glo-bar source and
source optics. The source optics consisted of a spherical mirror
positioned with one of its foci on the glo-bar and the other on the
specimen (See Figures 1, 2 and 3). The circular platform served as
a pulley in the speed reduction mechanism which allowed the glo-bar
source to be rotated at a constant speed in a horizontal plane while
maintatning the focus of the incident ray on the specimen area. The
scattered intensity was received by the optics located adjacent to
the rotating platform and focused on the slits of a double-pass
monochromator which permitted selective wave lngth detection of the
scattered radiation. The monochromatic scattered intensity was de-
tected by a thermocouple, amplified, and recorded on a strip chart.
The fluidized particles being ejected from the tube were collected
by a "bell-mouth" attached to a vacuum hose, and the waste particles
were discarded. The bell-mouth device also housed the filters,
screens and retaine#rs used to collect the particles for weighing,
which was necessary in particle-density determination.

ROTATING PLATFORM

A 36-inch diameter, 3/8-inch thick aluminum disc was mounted on
a central hub which rotated freely on a close-tolerance ball-bearing
mount. The disc and mount were designed with a 1-1/2-inch hole in
the center to permit centering of the fluidized particle tube in the
disc and to allow the mounting of the particle generator in a vertical
position in a convenient location beneath the test bench. The disc
was provided with a 150 off-axis slot, 10-inches long and 3/ 4 -inch
wide, which allowed flexibility in focusing the glo-bar source on the
specimen for several arrangements of optics. A 1/2-inch V-type belt
was attached in an inverted position to the circumference of the disc
with machine screws (See Figure 4). The disc served as one wheel of
the speed-reduction mechanism which controlled the specimen scanning
rate. The driving motor was a Master gear-head motor, Model 104530,
1/8 HP, Type RA, manufactured by the Master Electric Company, Dayton,
Ohio. The output shaft RPM was L.9. The disc was belt-driven
through a pulley reduction system, the arrangement and details of
which can be seen in Figures 3 and 4. With this reduction system the
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disc (source platform) rotated at a constant speed of 0.0595 RPM;
consequently, 8.4 minutes were required to scan the specimen through
180 degrees. For this experiment only one scanning speed was used;
however, the scanning speed could have been varied without difficulty
by changing pulley sizes. Since a reversible gear head motor was not
available, the speed reduction mechanism was provided ."th a clutch-
ing arrangement which allowed manual movement of the disc to any de-
sired position. The manual control was realized through a simple
spring load clutch (See Figure 4).

OPTICAL SYSTEM

Two optical systems were considered for this investigation. The
first system made use of two 267-mm. focal length, 180 off-axis para-
bolic mirrors. One off-axis mirror was focused on the glo-bar source
provided for the irradiation of the fluidized column of particles
with a collimated beam of energy. The second off-axis mirror, which
was used to collect the intensity scattered from the column of par-
ticles, was then focused onto the slits of the monochromator. This
optical arrangement did not prove satisfactory since the collimated
beam of energy directed onto the specimen area was not of sufficient
intensity to detect adequately the intensity scattered by the parti-
cles. This difficulty could be alleviated with a source of higher
intensity than that provided by the glo-bar; however, this was not
feasible in this investigation. Therefore, an alternate system was
used which proved to be quite satisfactory.

The physical arrangement of optics for the alternate system can
best be understood by referring to Figure 6. In this system a 13.9-
cm. focal length, 7.9-cm. diameter spherical mirror was used to focus
the glo-bar source onto the specimen area. An image of the glo-bar
source 0.977-cm. (0.385 in.) in width and 3.01-cm. (1.875 in.) in
height was projected onto the specimen region. Thus, the column of
fluidized particles-was irradiated by a rather intense beam of energy
of width approximately equal to the width (0.952 cm.) of the particle
column. The source optics were mounted on the rotating platform as
described in the previous section. A second spherical mirror with a
27.94-cm. focal length was positioned with one of its foci located at
the center of the specimen region and the other reflected by a plane
mirror onto the slits of the monochromator. The section of the
column of fluidized particles (specimen region) which was "seen" by
the monochromator slits was an area O.264-cm. wide and 0.91-cm. high.
It can, therefore, be visualized that the region of the specimen as
"seen" by the detection device can be considered as being constant
for all directions of angular measurement; i.e., for all measurements
of the angular distribution of intensity scattered by the particles
an equal region ofkthespecimen section was considered.

In order that the monochromator slits would not "see" the speci-
men region except through the reflections dictated-by the arrangement
of the mirrors, an opaque non-reflecting surface was placed in the
direct line of sight.
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All mirrors used in the optical system were front surface alumi-
nized, of high quality, to minimize optical imperfections. All
mirror mounts were designed to give wide latitude in adjustment.

MONOCHROMATOR

The monochromator used for this experiment was a Perkin-Elmer
Model 99, single-beam, double-pass, instrument. The path followed by
the radiant energy through the monochromator may be best understood
by referring to the optical schematic, Figure 7. The infra-red-
radiation beam focused on the slit S-I was collimated by the off-axis
paraboloid M-3, and a parallel beam traversed the NaCi prism P for a
first refraction, Path 1, after which it was reflected by the
Littrow mirror M-4 through the prism for a second refraction and
focused by the paraboloid at the corner mirror M-6 through the mirror
M-5, Path 2. The radiation, after being chopped, was reflected again
by mirror M-5 to the paraboloid along Path 3 and again traversed the
prism and was reflected back along Path 4 for reflection by M-7 and
brought to a focus in a spectrum falling across the exit slit S-2.
The exit slit passed only chopped radiation of a narrow wave length
range whose band width depended on the slit width S-2 and whose mid-
band wave length depended on the Littrow angle setting. The band
width which passed through slit S-2 was focused by plane mirror M-8
onto spherical mirror M-9 and then onto the thermocouple T-C. Since
the energy focused by the ellipsoid mirror M-9 onto the thermocouple
was chopped, a pulsating signal was produced. The purpose in chopping
the energy was to produce an AC voltage at the thermocouple which was
proportional to the radiant power, or intensity, of the beam. It was
this signal that was amplified and recorded by the electronic po-
tentiometer. Since the wave length band falling across slit S-2 de-
pended on the Littrow angle setting, the wave length reaching the
detector could be controlled by rotation of the Littrow mirror. Con-
sequently, a wave length con trol could be manually operated which
could detect monochromatic radiant energy of a known wave length.
One of the advantages of the double-pass monochromator was that the
scattered light which is normally present after a single pass (due to
dust and optical imperfections) was dispersed out of the path by the
second pass in the same manner as it would be with a double mono-
chromator. The NaCl prism instrument was used in this instance be-
cause of its greater range and simplicity, even though the dispersion
could have been obtained by a diffraction grating, which in general
would give higher dispersions than a prism instrument but which had
the disadvantage of being usable only over a short spectral range.
The usable range for a sodium chloride prism was between 0.2 to 17
microns; however, the manufacturer recommended a range between 2 and
15 microns. The long wave length limit was set by prism absorption,
whereas the shorter wave length was limited by experimental circum-
stances such, as lght-s-esdttering or limited dispersion. One of the
chief disadvantages of the sodium chloride prism was its poor resist-
ance to water vapor, which required that particular attention be
given to the instrument to protect it from a humid atmosphere.
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Consequently, a heater was provided to aid in drying the atmosphere
surrounding the prism at all times. In addition silica gel crystals
(a mild dessicant) were kept in a container within the monochromator
as a further aid in protecting the sodium chloride prism.

To supplement the wave length calibration curve supplied by the
manufacturer, a calibration curve (Figure 6) was made for the instru-
ment used in this experiment. The calibration was made using a sam-
ple of polystyrene in the atmosphere, with additional points of cali-
bration being obtained by "running the spectra" for an atmosphere
that included the 15-micron water vapor region, the 6-micron water
vapor region, and the CO2 absorption band. A total of 8 polystyrene
points, 5 CO2 wave lengths including the CO2 doublet, and 8 wave
lengths in the 6-micron region were located, giving a total of 21
wave lengths which were defiritely identified and from which a cali-
bration curve could be drawn. The calibration curve for the mono-
chromator used in this experiment is included in the appendix, to-
gether with a tabulation of the specific wave length identified in
the calibration. This calibration was repeated on three different
occasions on three different days, and the three calibration curves
were identical. Therefore, the calibration curve obtained was con-
sidered acceptable. The spectra obtained for this calibration are
not included in this report but are on file at the Engineering
College, University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklanoma.

THE INFRA-RED SOURCE

The ideal infra-red source is a black body radiator. The
nearest approximation to the ideal source is a heated cavity. How-
ever, these are very difficult to build, and the energy requirements
Pre usually quite high. The most common source is the so-called
glo-bar, which is a silicon carbide rod. Sometimes a Nernst Glower,
which is a bonded mixture of rare earth oxides in a rod form, is
used. The rods are usually electrically heated to temperatures in
the range 1200 to 2000 degrees Kelvin. These are pi-actical approxi-
mations to the black body. The glo-bar was the source used for this
experiment. The glo-bar rod was silver-coated on the tips for better
contact, and the temperature of .the glo-bar was approximately 1100
degrees Centigradej- wheii 200 watts of energy were supplied. The
energy distribution was similar to the black body radiation for the
temperature corresponding to the temperature of the glo-bar. There-
fore, the peak energy occurred at about 2.5 microns. The glo-bar
was surrounded by a water-cooled jacket.

INFRA-RED DETECTORS

Several types of infra-red detectors have been devised; however,
the most commonly used are of the servo or the thermo type, such as
the thermocoupl.e, the bolometer, or the pneumatic cell. With the
thermo detector it is necessary to distinguish signal changes caused
by ambient temperature from those caused by radiation. In the instru-
ment used for this experiment the detection of the different signals
was aecomplished by chopping the radiation beam at a frequency of
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13 cycles per second and measuring the AC signal at this frequency;
however, this method required that the detector have a very short re-
sponse. The thermocouple type of detector was used in this experi-
ment. It was a high-speed type thermocouple, which consisted of a
blackened, gold-leafed target welded to pillars made of one of the
active elementskwhile the other active el ement, of fine wire, con-
nected the target to one of the silver leaves, with the other leaf
soldered to the pillars at one end. Both leaves were run through a
ceramic rod and were soldered to an output plug at the base of the
housing. The average thermocouple characteristics are: sensitivity,
4 micro-volts per micro-watt; response time, 75 percent of D-C re-
sponse at 13-cycle modulation; target size, 0.2 x 2 mm.; resistance,
12 ohms. The signal from the thermocouple was fed through a low im-
pedance preamplifier before entering a 13-cycle amplifier where it
was rectified. The rectified signal passed through a network of
filters before entering a Leeds and Northrup Speedox Strip Chart
Recorder.

PARTICLE GENERATOR AIR SUPPLY SYSTEM

The particle generator was supplied with filtered dry air. Upon
leaving the compressor the air entpred a storage tank (approximately
21 ft.5 capacity) which dampened any pulsations induced by the re-
ciprocating action of the compressor; consequently, a steady flow of
air was provided. Air passed from the reservoir at 100 psig through
a condenser fabricated from 15 feet of 3/8-inch copper tubing formed
into 5-inch diameter coils. A water trap was located at the bottom
of the condenser, which was immersed in a 55-gallon drum filled with
cold water (and/or ice as required). This served to condense part
of the water from the air. The air supply was then diverted through
a Norgren 12-002 centrifugal-type oil-and-water filter before passing
through two chambers containing a dessicant (approximately 100 cubic
inches of silica gel) at room temperature. By means of a manually
controlled pressure regulator, the air was regulated to approximately
30 psia before it was passed through an 8-foot heater capable of
controlled heating of a 2 cfm air supply to a temperature of over
2500 F. The temperature of the resistance-type heater was controlled
by a variable auto transformer Powerstat type 236, 2.5 kva, manu-
factured by the Superior Electric Company, Bristol, Connecticut. The
air temperature was sensed by an iron-constantin thermocouple po-
sitioned in the air line and it was measured by a Leeds and Northrup
potentiometer, Model 8657C. The temperature-controlled air was
passed through a 0-100 psig pressure gauge before entering the
precision-bore, variable-area flowrater. A Stabil-Vis Flowrater,
0-2.55 cfm, manufactured by Fischer and Porter, Hatboro, Pennsylvania,
was used to measure the air-flow rate. From the diagram (Schematic
of Air Supply System), it can be seen that the air passed from the
flow regulator through- a Norgren Type 11-018 pressure regulator and
through a 0-30 psig pressure gauge, manufactured by the Ashcroft
Instrument Company, before it entered the particle generator. This
arrangement supplied well-regulated, steady-flow, dry. air to the
particle generator at a continuous rate (up to 1.5 cfm) for an in-
definite time period. For the measurements made and reported herein
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the- air was not pre-heated since the experiment did not require it;
however, the heating device was included to enhance the versatility
of the equipment.

AEROSOL COLLECTOR AND VACUUM SYSTEM

Studies were made on the feasibility of reclaiming the particles
for re-use in the experiment; however, the nature of the aluminum
oxide particles used for this particular investigation precluded
their reclamation and re-use.

In the actual investigation two vacuum systems were necessary:
One system to collect all waste particles when particle density mea-
surements were not being taken; the other system for particle density
measurements, exclusively. The purpose of the latter system will be
related more fully under the section describing particleý density
measurements; however, the two systems were essentially the same and
the details of both will be given here.

In both cases the steady stream of fluidized particles (aerosol)
flowing from the specimen region was collected by a 2-inch flexible
hose to which was -attached an industrial-type vacuum cleaner (see
Figure 5). Some-of the particles were trapped by the commercial
filter provided with the vacuum cleaner; however, the commercial
filter was not suitable for complete filtering. Consequently, some
particles contaminated the driving motor, necessitating frequent
cleaning and periodic maintenance of the vacuum system. Attached to
the flexible hose was a bell-mouth entrance which was followed by a
section in the line for housing screens, filters, andtheir respec-
tive retainers.

The two bell-mouth entrances for the separate systems were lo-
cated adjacent to one another and were fastened securely to a movable
cantilever arm. Either of the two systems could be put into opera-
tion by rotating (or swinging) the proper bell-mouth inlet into po-
sition.

The.two type's f vacuum cleaners used for this experiment were
an industrial vacuum cleaner (Black and Decker, Type A) and an ordi-
nary household-type vacuum cleaner. Vacuum cleaners of different
types were used because of availability, not performance.

It should be pointed out that a vacuum cleaner selected for this
purpose should be "oversized" to assure sufficient vacuum for com-
plete collection of the particles, for the following reason: The
aluminum oxide particles used in this investigation were of a flaky
nature and were in the 1-40 micron range. The handling problems as-
sociated with an aerosol of such material can cause a great deal of
difficulty, even at low concentrations. If great care is not taken
to collect and discard all waste particles, the equipment and sur-
rounding working area will quickly accumulate a "dust" coverage of
aluminum oxide particles. Usually a paint thinner, or an equivalent
solvent, is necessary for removal of the aluminum dust. The finely
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atomized aerosol, after becoming suspended in the atmosphere, has a
settling rate approximately equal to that of ordinary house dust and
can easily be inhaled Into the respiratory system, causing a health
hazard. The possibility of this hazard is only presumed by the writer
and is not founded on medical evidence. Experience has shown that
the vacuum system used In this experiment was barely adequate and
left much to be desired.

PARTICLE GENERATOR

The particle generator design was based on an investigation of
aerosol generators-mondtucted at the University of Oklahoma, to be
reported in a master's thesis. Basically, the idea was to feed the
powder mechanically into a region in which air jets could be used to
disperse the particle into an aerosol. The particle generator de-
sign developed for this study was perfected after several modifica-
tions of the original conception of the idea. Early experiments
indicated a need for a device that would eject and continue to dis-
perse the particles from the region in which the powder in compact
form was separated into small aggregates. The early experiments also
pointed up the importance of air-jet velocity and feed-rate regula-
tion. All future developments bore out this observation--the parti-
cle feed rate and the air flow rate were critical adjustments for a
well dispersed uniform flow of fluidized particles.

A general description and principle of operation of the gen-
erator follows.

The aluminum powder in packed form was fed from the 6-inch
particle cartridge, by a 3/8-inch diameter piston, into the dis-
persion and ejector tube. Refer to Figures 10 and 11. The disper-
sion and ejector tube consisted of a tube with a 3/8-inch bore with
small holes drilled through its walls through which air, under pres-
sure, for'med jets which broke up the packed powder into small aggre-
gates and dispersed and ejected them as a fluidized stream of
particles. The first set of jets was four equi-spaced holes drilled
with a #70 drill tangentially to the bore.

The purpose of the first set of tangentially drilled holes was
to provide a vortex or "swirling" motion which would disperse the
powder from its compact form more readily. Downstream 3/16-inch
from the 'irst set of holes was another set of four equally-spaced
holes, drilled with a #70 drill, with their centerlines directed at
a 45-degree angle upstream and 3/32-inch off-center, i.e., spaced
3/32 of an inich off of, but parallel to, the diametric axis of the
bore. The purpose of this second set of holes was to propel the
particles in aggregate form in a spiralling motion along the stream
tube and to continue the dispersion of the aggregates into individual
particles.

The third set of holes was located approximately 2-5/16-inches
downstream from the second set, and the holes were drilled at a +5-
degree angle in a downstream direction, their centerlines forming a
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cone whose apex was located at the center of the bore. The intent of
the third set of jets was to further accelerate and disperse any ag-
gregates that remained in the powaer, so that a finely-dispersed,
uniform stream of fluidized single particles was ejected from the
generator. Surrounding the ejector tube is an air-tight cylindrical
chamber which provides a plenum chamber of high pressure (normally
6-9 psig) air which is exhausted as small air jets through the walls
of the ejector tube. The cylindrical chamber is supplied with
pressure-controlled air through two l/4-inch copper tubes coupled to
the head of the chamber.

The entire particle generator design was based on the ejection-
pump principle, which is essentially the principle by which a primary
stream of high-pressure fluid is ejected into a region of low pres-
sure fluid (called secondary fluid). The kinetic energy of the
primary stream establishes a pumping action which will pump a second-
ary fluid into a mixing zone where the primary fluid and the second-
ary fluid are mixed prior to being ejected downstream.

Summarizing, the first set of jets was used primarily to break
up the packed particles into smaller aggregates; the second set of
jets continued to break up the particles into a finer dispersion and
to create a turbulence and a secondary fluid composed of small ag-
gregates of particles; whereas the third set introduced a primary
fluid, located upstream, with which kinetic energy was associated
which established a-region of low pressure in the neighborhood of the
so-called secondary fluid. The action of this third set of jets ac-
celerated the movement of the secondary fluid downstream to be mixed
with the air of the so-called primary zone.

The particle feed mechanism can best be understood by referring
to the system schematic (Figure 10). The particles were forced from
the packed particle cartridge by an 0.374-inch diameter piston,
1 inch in length. A gear-head motor driving a 45-degree bevel gear
arrangement translated a 1/4-inch-20 threaded brass rod to which the
piston was attached. The piston rate of travel was 0.309 inch per
minute with the gearz atios and motor shaft speed indicated in the
schematic (Figure 10). For this arrangement 19.45 minutes was re-
quired to discharge a fully-packed particle cartridge 6 inches in
length. Obviously the particle feed rate could be varied through
judicious selection of the bevel gear ratio and/or the number o:
threads per inch on the feed rod. Another method by which the feed
rate might have been varied was through a gear reduction mechanism or
gear train placed between the motor output shaft and the bevel gears.
To increase the versatility of the equipment a small gear train was
designed (not shown in photographs) which permitted the motor output
shaft speed to be increased or decreased by a factor of two.

Four brass particle cartridges were fabricated so that a greater
length of time for taking data could be provided before it was neces-
sary to repack the cartridges. The design of the cartridges, particu-
larly the design ofthe coupling between the ejector tube and the par-
ticle cartridge, was-i Sachieved after attempted use of other designs.
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As can be seen from the drawings, the advantage of the design used
lay in the fact that bore alignment could be maintained between the
ejector tube and several cartridges.

PARTICLE CARTRIDGE PACKING PROCEDURE

It was soon realized that the technique for packing the particle
cartridge had an important effect on the dispersion of the particles
into an aerosol. The procedure, determined through trial and error,
and found to be the best method for conditions of this investigation,
is outlined below. Experience had shown that success in obtaining
a uniformly-dispersed aerosol depended upon several factors; namely,
the type of particle or powder used; the particle feed rate; the air
pressure used in the particle generator, i.e., the velocity of the
air jets used to disperse the particles; and the compactness of the
particles within the cartridge. Of the influencing factors men-
tioned, the proper technique of packing the particles was the most
difficult to acquire.

One of the important thi ngs to remember in packing the cartridge
was that a procedure must be defined and consistently used. The pro-
cedure used in packing aluminum powder of the consistency of the 'OXD
powder may differ from that used in carbon powders or, for that mat-
ter, aluminum powder of different size and different shaped particles.
However, a procedure based on experience and needs of the user must
be set up. The procedure that follows was one that was felt to be
satisfactory for this experiment, and it proved to be quite success-
ful. It was foWlO ailso from experience, that a non-uniform distri-
bution.of the particles resulted from any deviation from a set pro-
cedure which greatly influenced the results.

The first step of the procedure was to fill the cartridge with
the aluminum powder. No attempt was made to pack the powder within
the cartridge since experience showed that a rather loose pack was
desirable for, if the cartridge was packed too tightly, binding of
the piston within the cartridge would result, causing a stoppage of
the flow.

The second step of the procedure involved shaking the cartridge
for a period of two minutes on a sieve shaker. This shaking process
was not, in essence, a vibration of the cartridge, but was a tapping
of the cartridge to jar the particles into a more compact form. The
particle cartridge was allowed to tap against a vibrating piece of
wood placed on the shaker platform in a motion with a frequency of
approximately the order of 300 cycles per minute. It was this tapping
motion that caused the particles to settle within the cartridge.

After the two-minute "Jarring" procedure, the cartridge was again
filled with aluminum powder in a loose-packed condition. Once again
the two-minute "Jarring" procedure followed. The second two-minute
tapping procedure was followed with six one-minute tapping periods,
and between each of these periods the cartridge was refilled with
aluminum particles. Consequently, the cartridge was tapped for a
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total of ten mintrs-for each packing of a cartridge. It was found
from experience that the length of time used in shaking influenced
the compactness of the aluminum powder within the cartridge; i.e.,
longer periods of vibration resulted in a more tightly-packed car-
tridge.

It should be emphasized once again that the tapping procedure
was found to be a rather important part of the packing procedure,
since a steady shaking or vibration of the cartridge did not give re-
sults as satisfactory as those obtained with this tapping procedure,
and the procedure specified here was found to give particularly con-
sistent results. A procedure different from the one specified could
give equally good results; however, it should be obtained by a trial
and error process.

PARTICLES UTILIZED FOR THIS STUDY

Since mono-disperse media are not found in nature, the appa-
ratus was designed to measure the angular distribution of intensity
(radiation scattering) from a poly-disperse system. The particles
were selected, however, with certain criteria in mind. They were to
be very irregular in shape, relatively non-conductive, non-uniform
in size, but they were to fall within a size range of 1 to 20 microns
with 90 percent in the 5 micron range.

Reynolds Aluminum Company donated their 40XD aluminum powder for
use in this study, and they supplied the following specifications:
average particle size, 6 microns (determined by the Fisher Sub-sieve
Sizer); particle range, 0.1-44 microns; thickness, 1.7 microns; den-
sity, 2.58 g/cc (the difference between this and massive aluminum is
due to the presence of stearic acid.); apparent density, 0.23 g/cc;
coverage (water), 3500 sq. in./gram.

The 40XD powder was further analyzed for this investigation to
confirm and/or complement the information supplied by the manufacturer.
The average particle size was determined by microscopic analyses, us-
ing a 400-power Bausch and Lamb microscope and a hemacytometer.

The hemacytometer is an instrument that is used under ordinary
circumstances for making red- and white-blood-cell count; however, it
has other uses, including the determination of dust counts and counts
in spinal salivary 9-rother body fluids. The instrument is essen-
tially a glass p ate with ruled lines which form a grid work or
counting area. The counting area is a 1-millimeter squared section,
which is divided into 25 equal squares, each of which is separated
by 3 ruled lines with a spacing of 2.5 microns between each of the
lines. Eac4 of the 25 squares is sub-divided into 16 squares, giv-
ing 25(10)" square millimeters for each area. In addition, the grid
work is engraved 1/10 millimeter below the surface, thus giving a
region of known volume. For ecample, for each of the 16 squares the
known volume would be 2.5(10)" cubic milliieters or for a group of
16 squares the known volume would br 4(10)'3 cubic millimeters.
Therefore, it would be possible to ascertain the number of particles
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in a given volume, if this information were required. The method used
in counting followed the procedures outlined by George E. Cartwright
in the book Diagnostic Laboratory Hematology, published by Grune and
Stratton, New York and London, 1954..

To prepare a sample for counting, a known quantity of aluminum
powder was diluted with ethanol.- Usually the quantity of powder was
approximately 1/10 gram, whereas the suspending agent used for dilu-
tion varied from 25 milliliters to 150 milliliters. The mixture of
powder and suspending agent was thoroughly agitated for one or two
minutes before a sample was withdrawn by means of a thin glass rod,
which had been drawn to a point by heating, and a droplet was in-
serted on the lined area of the hemacytometer. A thorough agitation
of the solution was necessary, of course, in order to get a uniform
distribution or an average sample. In order to insure that an aver-
age sample was being taken the volume of the suspending agent was
varied, and a check was made to see if the number of particles
counted was directly-proportional to the increase in suspending
agent. For each-sample, the number of particles contained in 16
squares was counted. A total of 25 squared sections containing 16
squares each was counted. From these 25 counts the average number of
particles per group of 16 squares was determined. This procedure was
repeated for 25, 75, and 150 milliliter ethanol solutions, containing
approximately 1/10 gram powder in each solution. Consequently, the
total number of counts covered 100 16-squared sections, or a total of
1600 squares. The particle density calculation f~r the average of
the 100 counts indicated that there were 6.05(1%"J particles per
gram, or a mass of each particle was 1.655(I0)- gram. The average
particle size determination indicated that the average particle size
was 7.9 microns across the largest diameter. The largest diameter
was selected for a reference point, since the particles were very ir-
regular in shape. An attempt was made to determine the approximate
surface area. Several assumptions were made. If it is assumed that
the particles ari 6Ctangular in shape, having the dimensions 2 mi-
crons in thickness, 7.9 microns in the longest length, and 1+ microns
in width, the total surface area is 110.8(10)-8 square centimeters.
An equivalent diameter can be determined if it is assumed that the
total surface area of the particle is equivalent to the surface area
of a sphere from which the equivalent diameter is obtained, i.e., the
diameter of a sphere whose surface area is equal to the surface area
of the particle. A calculation using the dimensions of the particles
described above will be 5.94 microns, or roughly 6 microns. It is
interesting to note that the v9lume of the particle based on the
above assumptions is 6.32(10)-'' centimeters cubed, which gives a
density for the particles of 2.62 grams per cc, compared to the manu-
facturer's figure of 2.58 grams per cc.

The particles, when observed under a microscope (see Figure 13),
can be seen to be very irregular in shape, having void spaces and
possibly having fissures; consequently, the apparent density should
be used. The actual volume of the particles was determined by dis-
placement by the particles in a liquid of known volume, and an appar-
ent density of 0.23 grams per cc was obtained. A check of the
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particle size has been made using the extinction equation, i.e., the
extinction coefficient. A relationship exists between the mass ex-
tinction coefficient 09) and the extinction cross-section Ke as used
by some authors. This relationship is,

where r is equal to the particle radius and /01m is equal to the mass
density of the particle. From geometrical optics at large values of
particle size parameter alpha, a plot of extinction cross-section as
a function of alpha will generally be a constant value of 2.

Using a value for Ke of 2 and the calculated value determined by
experiment of 11,350 for high values of alpha (low wave lengths), to-
gether with the xer-imentally determined particle density, the di-
ameter of the particle was obtained. The calculatci value for the
particle diameter was 5.62 microns. This value compares favorably
with the equivalent diameter of 5.94 microns which was calculated on
the basis of an assumed dimension of the particle. Utilizing the
latter method of comparing the extinction coefficient with the known
value of the extinction cross section theoretical calculations, the
calculated value of particle diameter of 5.62 microns forms a realis-
tic comparison with the experimental values, and the values could be
made to. compare identically by adjusting the particle dimensions,
since the particle dimensions were assumed on the basis of micro-
scopic observations. The only calculated dimension was the average
particle size which was the largest dimension and was based on a
statistical average. However, the comparison just made is obviously
a good indication of the accuracy of the results.

PARTICLE TUBE VELOCITY

The velocity in the tube from which the fluidized particles were
being ejected was calculated in order to determine whether laminar
or turbulent flow existed within the tube. The velocity in the tube
was 29.5 feet per second, with a Reynolds number of 5,894, which in-
dicates that the fluid in the tube was in a turbulent condition.

AEROSOL DENSITY MEASUREMENTS

Calculations of the mass extinction and mass scattering coef-
ficients required that the density of the aerosol be known. First
consideration conceived the idea that an aerosol density measurement
be established for the period in which data was being taken. The
original idea was to collect the particles thnt had passed through
the specimen area for the entire period in which scattering and/or
extinction data were taken on millipore filters and weigh them.
Measurements of the air-flow rate, the time required to collect the
particles on a filter, and the weight of the accumulated particles
would provide information for the determination of the media density
for a particular set of data. However, skepticism of this method was
felt from the very beginning, because of the anticipated vacuum re-
quirements necessary to collect all of the particles on the millipore
filters. Other methods, such as drawing off or collecting all the
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particles in an evacuated chamber, were analyzed. The scattering and
extinction apparatus was being designed for the continuous collection
of data to extend for periods of over ten minutes; consequently, the
method of collecting the particles on a suitable filter or filters
was considered the best compromise. This compromise revealed its
inadequacies soon after the vacuum cleaners were purchased and the
system was constructed. It soon became apparent that the vacuum sys-
tem was'inadequate for the filter would accumulate sufficient parti-
cles in one or two minutes to cover the filter, and an overloading of
the vacuum cleaner motor followed.

A solution to this dilemma was a sampling technique, which ne-
cessitated the use of two separate vacuum systems. Instead of mil-
lipore filters, a readily available fibre-glass material that would
filter particles down to 0.5 micron was purchased from The Fram
Corporatiun, Tulsa, Oklahoma. This material proved very satisfactory
and was used in all particle density measurements included in this
report.

With the exception of the vacuum cleaner used, the two systems
were identical in design. The collecting devices, including bell-
mouth inlets, housing screens, and filters (See Figure 3), could be
used alternately, and sampling could thus be conducted continuously.
However, it was found later that the number of samples necessary for
a given run could be reduced to one or two since the particle flow
rate was comparatively steady for the period in which data was taken.

The air-flow rate--was measured with a precision flowrater (in-
cluded in description of air system) with 0-2.5 cfm range, calibrated
in inctements of 0.1 cfm. A flow rate corrected for inlet pressure
and temperature was used in all measurements. The filters were
weighed before and after collection of the particles on a beam balance
capable of reading to 1/10,000 gram.

Calculations were made to determine the optical depth nf the
aerosol to see if single scattering phenomena could be considered
prevalent throughout the test. The optical depth (T) is defined as

w or (1

assuming density and mass coefficient constants, and with 1 repre-
senting the length of path traversed by the ray of energy through the
aerosol. The plot of the mass extinction coefficient as a function of
wave length (Figure 39), indicates that A can be considered constant
for a large range of wave lengths. Using a value of A equal to
.11,350 fte/lbm and the maximum and minimum density values obtained
during the investigation, a range of optical depths between 0.077 and
0.01102 will result. These values fall within the range specified by
Van de Hulst (156) who stated that single scattering phenomena can be
considered if the optical depth is less than 1/10. Boll and
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Sliepcevich (7) published a paper in which they indicated, as a re-
sult of experimental evidence, that the condition for single scatter-
ing will be fulfilled if log Io/I is less than approximately 2.5 to
3, and the half-angle of reception,4G , for the light received is
less than about I degree to 1.1+ degree. Thus, the first of the con-
ditions specified by Boll and Sliepcevich was satisfied in this ex-
periment.

In addition, from the definition of single scattering, the
amount of scattering will change in direct proportion to the number of
particles involved. From the extinction data a curve was plottd
which indicated the decrease in incident intensity per a unit inci-
dent intensity and was plotted as a function of the density of the
medium. The curve plotted from this data was essentially a straight
line (Figure 15). It is then obvious from this curve that the de-
crease in incident intensity or the extinction is, or can be consid-
ered to be, directly-Troportional to the density. As an example, an
increase in the density by 49.5 percent will result in a decrease in
the intensity by 50 percent. The above information was considered as
sufficient evidence to accept the phenomena of single scattering for
this experiment.

Although the information obtained and reported in this work
covers the results for one substance, the versatility of the design
of the equipment makes it possible to investigate other substances or
media containing other types of particles. As a consequence, research
is presently being continued with this equipment to obtain additional
information, such as the emission function of the substance used in
this investigation, as well as information on media containing other
types of particles.

REDUCTION OF DATA

As pointed out in the discussion of the equipment, all data were
recorded on a Leeds and Northrup Speedox strip chart recorder. Meas-
urement of the angular distribution of intensity was recorded for all
angles ofre between 7 and 173 degrees; i.e., the aerosol specimen was
scanned continuously over this range. Scattering measurements were
taken for 21 wave lengths; i.e., at 0.5-micron intervals for wave
lengths between 1 and 7 microns, and at 1-micron intervals between 7
and 15 microns. Extinction measurements were recorded for the same
intervals of wave lengths as the scattering, with the additional wave
length of 15.5 microns being recorded.

Due to the large amount of date taken, it was not feasible to
include all the data in this report; therefore, representative sam-
ples have been included (photographic reduction method) as an append-
age to illustrate the type of data recorded. The "raw data" for both
the extinction and scattering measurements are on file at the Depart-
ment of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering, University of Oklahoma.
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NORMALIZATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

In presniting the data it is convenient to isolate the influence
of radiative scattering by neglecting other effects. For the experi-
mcntal work reported herein the variation of monochromatic intensity

,(IC') with the direction G' was measured. Emission from the par-
ticles was neglected. The validity of this approach is to be in-
vestigated in future wor'k; however, for this work the approach is
probably adequate since the particles were at relatively low tempera-
tures (approximately 750 F.).

Radiative scattering for the axial-symmetric case was expefi-
mentally determined (scattering in a horizontal plane).

The energy balance per unit solid angle can be written:

our SCAT* 51...= l (2)

where: AISA,= decrease in the incident intensity due to scattering

/A I = decrease in the incident Intensity due to absorption

&It, decrease in the incident intensity due to extinction

-( s, c'd ci' (3)
0

For the axial-7ymmetric case, we write

0

Approximating. Beer slaiw.-as,

3r (5)
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(6)

If p .,and W( are identical. in Eq ( a) and Eq (6) we then have

A .... •'-- (7)

Rewriting Eq (2) in the following manner,

A l s c ,-r * .a - 1( 8 )

or

(9)

also, from Eq (4)

SC04T

- -(10)

Since the scattering function S(is') is defined as the fraction
of scattered radiation directed into a unit. solid angle du3' in the
direction 0', 4' it is evident that for the case of non-conservative
scattering we can write

Sj (e, ) suneg'de'c° --- (11)

The scattering function is referred to by Van de Hulst (156) as the
amplitude function, whereas Chandresekhar (14) refers to it, as the
phase function.
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For the axiay-synmetric case we have

0Tr
oe OS ( 0) SIN 5 C)(12)

Upon comparing Eq (10) with Eq (12) and assviming that 'al
is not a function of (D)' we then have

Sce') £5 1 ') (13)

For a particular case of conservative scattering (Cr-=3)
Eq (10) is identical to Eq (4) and we can, therefore, define a con-
servative scattering function as

Scos('e) 0 (14)

Examining Eq (7), Eq (3), and Eq (4), one can readily see that

0' e) =,2 SCONS ) (15)

The conservative scattering function, ScoNs(i), hat been plot-
ted as a function of 3' for the wave length interval 1 micron to 15
microns (21 values). In additionSeo,..(0') has been tabulated between
O'4 a' 4 '180 for 21 values of wave length, Table 1.

The mass extinction coefficient 13 has been calculated from
Eq (5), using the-easured values of density a , the path length

, and the percent decrease in incident energy * The

mass scattering coefficient Q" has been calculated from Eq (10) by
numerically integrating Is(e')over finite (1 #_hgree) intervals. One
can, therefore, determine the corresponding $(r')for the interval
0q< eG' 180"

Beginning with Eq (4) and considering dGas WD and taking
&0m-Ui radian we write

tL "-L nJ SiN ISO AIX..T (16)
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hnerefore, from Eq (3)

360 l, (0n)
S•C OeS (,On) ="- (17)

The numerical values of Sram. (On) were calculated using the
IBM1410 digital computer for 21 values of wave lengths (from micron
to 7 microns in one-half-micron intervals and from 7 microns to 15
microns in one-micron intervals). The values are presented in Fig-
ures 16 to 36 and--in-tabular form in Table 1.

CALCULATION OF MASS SCATTERING COEFFICIENT

The mass scattering and mass extinction coefficients are neces-
sary to obtain an accurate solution of the radiant transfer equation.
Just as the determination of the scattering function and the mass
extinction coefficient were desirable for actual media, so is the
determination of the mass scattering coefficient desirable for the
actual media.

With a few minor assumptions it was possible to obtain the mass
scattering coefficlent for the aerosol of aluminum powder used in
this experiment. From Eq (7) developed earlier,

In the development of Eq (7) it was assumed that t,', and %
were identical for both extinction and scattering data. Since the
extinction data and the scattering data were obtained independently,
it is obvious that it was impossible to obtain identical conditions
for both sets of data. Consequently, to apply Eq (7) the data must
be corrected.

bblswhas been determined by integration of Eq (4), assuming
the finite difference technique to be justified; i.e.

e)eA
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Where Is(d) has been measured at a particular set of conditions.
These conditions include th,2 wave length of the radiation, the mass
density of the cloud, and the path length of the radiation.

The mass ScaTtCring coefficient has been determined in the fol-
lowing marner.

1. ubtain the value of, 13 , the monochromatic mass extinct-on
coefficient from the graph in Figure 39, for the wave length cor-
responding to the experimental data for IS(GD)

2. Compute .... by multiplying A by the value of /oOY

corresponding to the experimental data for TS(G°)

3. Lt 4 is determined by assuming lwN Is). This approxima-
tion is valid because the optical thickness of the samples was small.

A.IgyTis then computed as follows:

4. Obtain &I SCAT from integration of

5. Calculate

G~ 1.SAT

The above procedure has been followed in the calculation of the
mass scattering coefficients for 15 wave lengths, the results of
which are plotted in Figures 37 and 38. However, the average density
was used in the calculations. As can be seen from Figure 37, con-
siderable dispersion of the calculated points occurred. Possibly
this dispersion could-be improved if additional points were used in
the calculations. Aerosol density measurements were not recorded for
all measurements of scattered intensity recorded for purposes of cal-
culating the scattering function since the scattering function per se
is independent of density. Unfortunately it was not planned that
the mass scattering coefficient would be calculated by the above
procedvre prior to the accumulation of the scattering and extinction
data. Consequently, calculation of the mass scattering coefficient
and the resulting plot are based on a minimum of data.

It can be seen from the figure that the media upon which
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measurementS bere made should not be considered as a non-absorbiia"

media, i.e. a-

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN &ND SCd= "(0')

in solving the heat transfer equation by approximation methods,
it has been found convenient to express the equations in a particular
form. SimJlarly, in order to expand the utility of the experimental
data, it is desirable to express the data in a form which Is conver-
ient for use in these types of problems. The problem is one of as-
certaining the relationship between r](kMtL4k and L:,(a). Sa-,Q0A•j)
can be obtained directly if its relationship with is known.

If we consider scattering into discrete directions (j) from a
particular incident direction (1), we can write

_ o(18)

where (e•is the angle between the directions of the incident and
leaving rays, and frrom solid geometry,

Equation (18) has been evaluated using the finite difference
Integration. Azimuthal increments of 10 degrees were selected, i.e.,
&0 = 100. In addition, discrete values of A%,!..U; as dictated by
the fourth order approximation were uzod to calc,.0ate values of Eb3.
Sixteen values of--M.-1 M) and sixteen values of 5(-AW; are
tabulated in Table 2. The calculated va.ues of 1t are tabulated in
Appendix B.

Since " is the probability that a photon will be deflected from
its original direction or scattered as it encounters an elemental
mass, we can write

5~ s: (20)4'n

4•1

or (
4o



In the absence of absorption, the total flux scattered in all

directionsCequals the incident flux, i.e., for the case of conserva-

tive scattering,

fA(21)
--I

Rewriting Eq (21)

1i o (22)

Equation (22)'is now :ewritten in a form suitable for integration by

an approximat 4 on method, i.e..

aslj)-' !S iT. (23)
hatI

For the case of fourth approximation Eq (23) becomes

4 4

.0 (24)

Due to the fact that intervals of A %0 and a fourth order

approximation were used in the calculation of the functions

&(kp lpJ) , it seemed advisable to check the accuracy of the compu-

tations. Equation ( 2 4) was used to make this check.

It should be noted that only the positive directions of).LL need

be considered in Eq (24) since the Hemholtz reciprocity law is valid;

i.e.,,uýPp = S(-,Uz -,,u)
.S(-.u,u3 ,)= ,-•,

To provide a comparison of the experimental results with a the-

oretical result, 32 values of S(AL;,L•,.J were calculated using the

work of Chu, Clark, Churchill (17, 21) and Love (96). These
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alculations for the Mie theory considered a real refractive index of
1.6 and O(= 2 and O( = 3. Calculations for values of o( larger than
3 were not attempted, due to the tremendous amount of work invclved.
These values are tabulated in rable 5. Checking the computations us-
ing Eq (24) indicat6d that the accuracy was sufficiently close for
most engineering work. However, the experimental lesults did not
agree too closely with Eq (24) as indicated in Table 6. The following
is offered as an explanation of this disagreement.

The scattering function calculated from the Mie thecry does not
change as rapidly in the region- for small values of 0 as that calcu-
lated from the experimental data. The scattering in the nel.ghbor-
hood of'OO (forward scattering) was much higher for the experimental
data when compared to that calculated from the Mie theory. Since a
fourth approximation quadrature formula was used to express this
function and discrete values of-i, P) were dictated by this rela-
tion, it seems L-easonable to assume that the approximation method
used did not express this function adequately in the neighborhood of
00. Another possible explanation is that an insufficient number of
azimuthal increments were used and possibly A( of 50 or even 10
should be used.

In order to improve the accuracy in the calculation of
from the experimental data, two alternatives are suggested:

1. Increase the number of intervals of AO used in Eq (18), that
is, use values of A of 50 or 20. This may improve the ac-
curacy for an individual point.

2. Increase the degree of approximation so that more points can
be considered in regions having steep gradients. In this
respect the accuracy could be improved by considering the
approach suggested earlier; i.e., to extend the application
of the quadrature formula in normalizing the scattering
data. However, there is one serio-'s dVfficulty with this
approach. Increasing the degree of' approximation will pre-
sent many difficulties in solving the heat transfer equation,
utilizing the approximation techniques.

Since the f-T±i•uggestion has not been attempted due to the ob-
vious amount of work involved, the influence on the accuracy of the
calculation can only be assumed. Therefore, for the present it is
suggested that the calculated values of S(AiAL) be accepted as
being sufficiently accurate for engineering applications.

It should be kept in mind that a direct comparison between the
experimental work reported here and the theoretical calculations men-
tioned above cannot be made. The particles used in the experimental
work were neither spherical nor of uniform size and they had a com-
plex refractivo index (an estimated, not a known value), while the
calculations for the theoretical particles considered only the real
refractive index.
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DISCUSSION OF EXTINCTION DATA

A total of 87 calculated values of beta for 22 different wave
lengths was used to plot the extinction curve. At each of the 22
wave lengths plotted the calculated values of beta were averaged
arithmetically to obtain the average extinction coefficient for the
wave length. Consequently, a curve was plotted for the average mass
extinction coefficient as a function of wave length for the 22 wave
lengths. (Refer to Figure 39).

The extinction curve was plotted as a function of wave length,
since it is ratber difficult to determine a value of particle size
parameter ('K) for irregular-shaped particles. However, one could
possibly use an equivasent diameter to establish pseudo particle size
parameters.

As can be seen from Figure 39, the extinction curve is relatively
flat for the average line drawn through the plotted points. Possibly
due to inaccuracies in measurement or to the fact that an insuffi-
cient number of points was recorded, the plotted points failed to
indicate the maxima and minima observed for the Mie curves; conse-
quently, there was no justification for not representing the extinc-
tion coefficient as a smooth function. From the extinction plot, the
curve does "drop off" at a wave length larger than 10 microns. If
the effective particle diameter were accepted as a correct value, and
an equivalent alpha value were determined on this basis, the "drop-
off" of the extinction curve would occur at values of alpha smaller
than 2. Since an insufficient number of points was evaluated for
equivalent values of alpha between 0 and 3, this experiment did not
predict the maxima and minima as predicted by the Mie theory for this
range of alpha values. As has been explained earlier, however, there
is no justification for comparing the results of this experiment with
thi Mie theory, primarily due to the fact that the Mie theory con-
siders scattering from single spherical particles. Also, the calcu-
lated values showing these distinct maxima and minima are, essential-
ly, for non-absorbing spheres.

For extinction measurements the angle of reception must be
small. This requisite was pointed out by the experiments of Sinclair
and LaMer (134) and by the investigations of Boll and Sliepcevich
(7). Due to the large value of forward scattering intensity obtained
in this'experimental work, especially at the low wave lengths, it was
necessary to reduce the monochromator slit width in order to keep the
solid angle very small. As experience pointed out, a large angle of
reception would include so much forward scattering, primarily from
refraction and reflection, that the amount of extinction (AT) would
be so small that accuracy would be poor; consequently, by decreasing
the cone of reception the percentage of extinction was kept between
8 and 20 percent, with a consequential improvement in the accuracy.
The large amount of variation in the data can be attributed primarily
to the density measurement. It is believed that the particle flow
density, or particle distribution, was quite uniform, since this was
confirmed by the scattering data and the investigations of the
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particle generator itself. The error in the density measurement can
be attributed to two factors:

1. A stopwatch was used to determine the time for sampling the
flow. Any error in the measurement of the time would create
a large error in the density calculation. The number of
particles counted per unit of time, of course, varies with
the accuracy for the period of sampling; for example, a
5-second variation in time for the one-minute sampling
period could result in approximately 8 percent error in the
density measurement. Consequently, improvement of the
density measurement would require longer periods of sam-
pling, which were impossible with the equipment designed
for this experiment.

2. A variable area flowrater was used to measure the airflow
which could be determined to within 1/10 cfm. Consequently,
the accuracy of such a device was insufficient for the
density measurements necessary for this type of experiment.
It is suggested that a calibrated orifice plate and a mano-
meter be used to obtain a more accurate determination of the
airflow.

These two factors contributed greatly to the accuracylof the
density measurements taken. Since the extinction data varied with,
or was influenced directly by, the density measurement, the extinc-
tion measurements were obviously in error and it was difficult to
obtain reproducible values. This error was minimized by taking a
minimum of three extinction measurements at each wave length, and in
some instances by-taking-s many as 7.

DISCUSSION OF ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF INTENSITY DATA

In order to have a complete set of scattering data at a partic-
ular wave length, it was necessary to have the measured scattered
intensity for all angles between 0 and 180 degrees. The information
at the endpoints was the most difficult to obtain, particularly in
the neighborhood of 0 degrees. The backward scattering, or the scat-
tering in the region of 180 degrees, can be extrapolated with a cer-
tain degree of accuracy. A device to measure backward scattering is
more easily constructed or designed than one that would be capable of
measuring the scattered intensity in the neighborhood of 0 degrees;
i.e., forward scattering. The results of the data in this experiment
indicated that therg.exd.sits a very strong forward scattering at
nearly all wave lengths, and that the ratio of the scattered inten-
sity of 0 degrees to that at 90 degrees was at least a hundred for
the high wave lengths and more than a thous&nd for the low wave
lengths. Since there is a steep gradient in the region between 20 de-
grees and 0 degrees, it is quite obvious that difficulty would arise
in trying to extrapolate the scattered intensity in this region.
Some authors have indicated that data can satisfactorlly be extra-
polated to the zero point and have reported experimental data with
the last measured value as high as 40 degrees being extrapolated to
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the zer,' point. However, they offer no basis for this extrapolation.
Others, for example W.E.K. Middleton (106), have recognized that er-
rors exist in extrapolating the information to the zero position, but
they did not suggest a more suitable procedure for the extrapolation
of the data. Light-s6attering devices have been devised which will
measure the scattered intensity in the neighborhood close to zero, in
fact, for a value of less than 1 degree (1). Such desirable char-
acteristics have not been incorporated in the particular design de-
scribed herein, due to the fact that compromises were necessary in
designing and constructing a versatile piece of equipment that could
be used for scattering measurements on other powders.

Due to the physical limitations of the design reported herein,
the smallest angle, theta, in which the scattered intensity can be
measured is 7 degrees. Consequently, it was necessary to locate a
point in the neighborhood of 0 degrees, in order to extrapolate the
data in this region. The data reported herein for the scattered in-
tensity in the neighborhood of 0 degrees was obtained from the ex-
tinction data.

It was recognized early in the experiment that the intensity in
the 0-degree position was at least a hundred times more intense than
the scattered intensity at the 90-degree position. Consequently, a
procedure for taking data had to be considered by which the record-
ing of data could be kept on the chart paper. It was found that re-
cording of the angular distribution of the scattered intensity could
be retained within the limits of the chart paper if the amplification
of the thermocouple signals could be controlled or kept within cer-
tain magnitudes. A control of the amplification can be obtained with
the equipment used through the control of the gain.

The procedure used in this experiment was to record the angular
distribution of the scattered intensity beginning with the largest
possible anglee, which was approximately 1730 and scanning the
specimen to an angle in the neighborhood of 20 degrees. In this re-
gion, the scattered intensity was usually of such magnitude as to
run off the chart paper, especially for data recorded for the lower
wave lengths. For the higher wave lengths it was possible to record
the scattered intensity over a larger angular range before exceeding
the limits of the chart paper, i.e., from 173 to 7 degrees. There-
fore, for each wave length the scattered intensity was recorded for
an angular range which could be retained on the chart with one gain
setting, and the remaining angular range to 00 was recorded on an-
other portion of the chart. In this way, the ratio of the scattered
intensity at 0 degrees to the scattered intensity at another angle,
somewhere in the region between 20 and 30 degrees, could be estab-
lished. For example, ratios could be found between the intensities
at 0 and 7 degrees, between 0 and 20 degrees, or betweer 0 and 30 de-
grees. Since several ratios of the angular intensities could be
established, there was sufficient information to locate the scattered
intensity at the 0-degree position. There is obviously some error in
this procedure, especially for the wave lengths of 1, 1.5, and 2
microns, due to the large ratios of the scattered intensity at



0 degrees to the scattered intensity at 10 degrees. Any error in
reading the intensity at 10 degrees could result in a large error
at the O-degree point. For example, if the intensity measured at
the 0 point was 100, and the intensity at the 10-degree point was re-
corded at 4, the ratio of the intensity at 0 degrees to the intensity
at 10 degrees would be 25. However, if an error had been ma,.e in re-
cording the intensity at 10 degrees, say at a value of 3.5 rather
than 4, an error of approximately 14 percent would result. Even
though these errors are possible, the procedure will establish the
intensity at 0 degrees within 20 percent, which is a much better ap-
proach to obtaining accurate data than any attempt to extrapolate the
curve beyond the last measured intensity. If such a procedure were
used, errors greater than 500 percent would result, particularly for
scattering measurements at the low wave lengths, for it is at these
wave lengths that the scattered intensity in the forward direction is
the greatest.

It is also recognized that an error exists in the scattering
intensity in the backward direction, or the 180-degree direction. To
obtain the 180-degree point the curve was extended beyond the 173-
degree point. Consequently, it is obvious that errors could result
in this region, due to the arbitrariness that would result in extend-
ing the curve. However, it was felt that this procedure was adequate
for this experiment since the intensity in a backward direction was.
small as compared to the scattering intensity at values smaller than
20 degrees; i.e., the curve was relatively flat for angles between
70 and 180 degrees. It is estimated that the accuracy of the scat-
tering data for the region between 0 and 10 degrees is within 10 per-
cent, which is considered a conservative value, based on the fact
that the measurements were taken on several different occasions and
an average of the results was used in presenting the data. For a
given wave length data were taken a minimum of 3 times and in some
instances 11 times, and none were taksen consecutively, but were taken
in a random fashion. Comparison of the scattering data taken for a
given wave length on different occasions indicated that reproduci-
bility was very good. It was, of course, impossible to generate the
same density of the aerosol consistently; therefore, the scattered
intensities moasured on different occasions would obviously not have
identical values. However, since conditions for single scattering
phenomena were prevalent, the ratio of the intensities for any two
fixed angles would be the same, independent of the density of the test
specimen. For example, for a given wave length the ratio of the in-
tensity at 20 degrees to the intensity at 90 degrees, or any other
combination, should be identical for two sets of data regardless of
their aerosol densities. These ratios for the various scattering
measurements were found to be identical for all intents and purposes.

It was also found that on comparing the normalized curve for two
sets of data at a given wave length the results were identical. The
results presented -trVIi-malized form were a result of the average
values of all the data taken, except in those instances where the
data recorded had no obvious error, for example, an error that re-
sulted from improper operation of the particle generator, such as
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clogging in the particle flow or aggregates that formed. In all

cases for which these influences were disregarded the influences were

noted through continuous monitoring of the equipment during the pe-

riods in which data were being recorded.
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SECTION III

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH THEORY

In any experimental work it is possible to gain a great deal of
confidence and perhaps to obtain personal satisfaction if it can be
stated simply that the experimental results compared quite favorably
with the theoretical investigations. However, this is not possible
for the experimental work reported herein, since the only existing
theory with which a comparison could possibly be made is the classical
theory of Mie, and Mie's theory is limited to spherical particles of
known refractive index. As stated earlier, no theory has been estab-
lished for the case of scattering from non-homogeneous systems con-
taining irregular-shaped particles.

If the scattering function obtained through computations of the
Mie theory for spherical particles of a known refractive index and
particle-size parameter (m ) were plotted as a function of scattered
angle (a), the resulting curve would not be a smooth function. Such
a curve would include several maxima and minima plus, in some in-
stances, secondary maxima and minima, with an increase in the number
of maxima and a corresponding increase in the particle-size parameter,
i.e., with a decreasing value of wave length. It is also known that
the maxima and ml-iima do not occur at the same angle (0 ) with varia-
tion in the particle-size parameter, and there is a variation in the
location of these maxima for particles of different refractive in-
dicies.

Therefore, the only comparison that can be made between the Mie
theory and the results of this investigation are the "general trends"
of the regular distribution curves. A comparison of this type has
been made assuming the refractive index of the aerosol to be 1.6,
which is approximately the refractive index of aluminum oxide. The
angular distribution of the scattering function was calculated using
the IBM11+1O Computer for a refractive index of 1.6 and particle size
parameters (o•) of 2, 3, 1+, 5, 6, 8, and 15, with the aid of tables
of the Legendre polynomials (21) and the angular distribution coef-
ficient (17). - -

The Mie scattering functions were calculated and plotted for
angles of 0 between I and 180 degrees at 5-degree intervals and are
included as an Appendix E. A cursory comparison between the angular
distribution curves plotted from this investigation and the Mie
curves will show that the trends are the same. As an example, for
decreasing values of wave length (largeCK ) the ratio of the scat-
tered intensity at 0 degrees compared to that at 90 degrees increases
for both the experimental and the theoretical curves. Similarly,
variations of the forward and backward scattering with variations in
wave length will display the same trend. An examination of both the
theoretical and experimental curves will also emphasize the in-
fluence of irregular shaped particles on the angular distribution
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curves. The experimental curves will not depict the maxima and minima
as illustrated by the theoretical curves based on media containing
non-absorbing spherical particles.

It might be expected that a solution to the problem of scatter-
ing from irregular-shaped particles could be obtained by super-
imposing the results of the computations for scattering from parti-
cles of a variety of sizes. This approach to the solution of the
problem would undoubtedly provide some interesting answers and might
provide answers that would be sufficiently accurate for most engi-
neering work. However, this approach would be extremely difficult
and would obviously require a great expenditure of time. If this ap-
proach were taken, one would intuitively feel that the results would
indicate that for--lFrular shaped particles of various sizes and
orientations the scattering function, when plotted as a function of
scattering angle (0) would approach a smooth curve; i.e., the maxima
and minima for the case of spherical particles would tend to dampen
out, resulting in a smooth function.

As has been shown by Van de Hulst (156), the imaginary component
of the refractive index, which must be included when considering ab-
sorbing particles, can be considered a dampening component which
would also tend to reduce the large amplitudes that occur in Mie
curves for non-absorbing particles.

The results of the experimental data indicate that this is true;
however, there is little information through which the experimental
results of this investigation can be compared with experimental re-
sults of other investigations, as very little information has been
reported in the literature. However, there has been an agreement
with measurements recorded as a result of experiments on light scat-
tering in the atmosphere (41). Light scattering measurements on fogs
and dust particles in the atmosphere result in .smooth functions when
data are plotted. Hodkinson of Great Britain reported in a paper
(79) based on his Ph.D. thesis results of his angular distribution
of intensity experiments on dusts of quartz, diamond, bituminous and
anthracite coal. These results indicated that a smooth function was
obtained for the scattering from irregular-shaped particles. His
data, however, considered only the angular range between 0 and 90 de-
grees and was limited to wave lengths 0.51+6 and 0.526 microns.

No method or equation has been developed which permits the
calculation of the scattering function, the mass scattering coef-
ficient, and mass extinction coefficient for media containing par-
ticles having irregular shapes, sizes and orientations. To obtain a
realistic solution to the radiative heat transfer equation for prob-
lems considering scattering and absorbing media, laboratory equip-
ment must be designed to evaluate these functions experimentally.
The experimental rproach to the determination of these functions is
not only feasible, but it appears to be the mo3t promising. Once the
equipment is designed and developed, accurate scattering data can be
obtained with relative ease.
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The angular distribution of intensity and the mass scattering
and mass extinction coefficients were obtained for a media contain-
ing particles of aluminum oxide of irregular size and shape sus-
pended in air. The data was obtained for 21 wave lengths over a
range of 1 to 15 microns at 0.5-micron intervals between wave lengths
of 1 and 7 microns and at 1-micron intervals between wave lengths of
7 and 15 microns.

The results of this investigation indicate that the scattering
from irregular shaped particles will produce angular distribution of
intensity curves which are smooth functions. This further supports
the experiments of those few who have attempted to measure the scat-
tered intensity for poly-disperse media.

No exact theory exists with which to compare the experimental
results: however, a cursory comparison with the Mie theory as well
as a study of the literature covering scattering measurements indi-
cate that no irregularities have occurred during the investigation
which would raise any doubt as to the reliability of the data.

The mass scattering coefficient calculated from the experi-
mental data indicates that the scattering media contained absorbing
particles; i.e., the ratio of the mass scattering coefficient to the
mass extinction coefficient (•) was approximately 0.52 for all wave
lengths.

The refractive index of the media has a marked influence on any
theoretical calculation of the scattering function even when spheri-
cal particles are assumed. To the knowledge of the author, no
satisfactory method-exists for determining the refractive index of
powders composed of particles having irregular size, shape and orien-
tation; however, knowledge of the refractive index is not necessary
for an experimental determination of the scattering function.

This investigaticn also revealed a stronger forward scattering
for all wave lengths than that indicated by the Mie theory for scat-
tering from spherical particles.

The design of the equipment was sufficiently versatile that data
similar to that obtained during this investigation can be obtained
for other types of media. It is anticipated that only a modification
in technique and procedure would be required to investigate media
containing other types of particles. The following improvements are
suggested before f-ut!I4investigations are attempted:

1. *The present method of measuring airflow rate should be
modified through use of a more sensitive device, such as
a manometer and calibrated orifice plate.

2. An improved vacuum system would allow longer periods of time
for the collection of particles to be weighed for the den-
sity calculations, unless an alternate method of obtaining
media density could be developed.
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3. An auxiliary optical system should be provided to investi-
gate the angular distribution of intensity for the angular
range 0 to 10 degrees.

This lattersugg-estion would require a major modification in the
present equipment, which was, of course, the primary reason that it
was not incorporated in the present design. As stated earlier, it
was the angular region 0 to 10 degrees that required alternate tech-
niques in obtaining data, and skepticism toward the accuracy of the
dato occurred.

It can be concluded that equipment of a design such as described
herein will provide scattering data for actual media and will aid in
obtaining a more realistic solution to the radiative heat transfer
equation when applied to problems considering scattering and absorb-
ing media.
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APPENDIX A

ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF SCATTERING FUNCTION
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TABLE 2

INTEGRATED AXIALLY-SYMMETRIC SCATTERING FUNCTIONS
FOR DISCRETE POSITIONS AND WAVE LENGTHS (k)

BASED ON EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Wave Integrated Functions

Length

8 1 oi ! 8 1)s( ,i 8

4.0 5.2976 0.9960 0.6402 0.4889
4.5 4.1760 1.2153 0.7529 0.6175
5.0 3.9193 1.1737 0.9637 0.8655
5.5 4.0026 1.1320 0.7118 0.5738
6.0 4.1034 0.9705 0.7622 0.6770
6.5 3.6815 1.0622 0.7012 0.5473
7.0 4.1637 1.2499 0.6500 0.4631
8.0 3.8309 1.1137 0.7183 0.5347
9.0 4.1665 1.0168 0.7323 0.6333

10.0 3.9144 1.0319 0.7607 0.6202
11.0 4.2027 1.1402 0.8027 0.6301
12.0 3.9778 1.0236 0.7270 0.5181
13.0 4.6582 0.8594 0.6912 0.6467
14.0 4.1096 0.7808 0.7509 0.7289
15.0 3.5009 0.8225 0.6040 0.7930

4.0 1.5991 0.9253 0.6102 0.4911
4.5 1.45609 0.8783 0.7394 0.6224
5.0 1.5861 0.9331 0.6338 0.5019
5.5 1.4401 0.9535 0.6780 0.5696
6.0 1.1445 0.8792 0.7350 0.6518
6.5 1.2817 0.9322 0.6707 0.5476
7.0 1.6296 0.9740 0.6114 0.4734
6.0 1.4981 0.9887 0.6739 0.5192
9.0 1,2306 0.6748 0.7216 0.6474
10.0 1.2121 0.9737 0.7587 0.6356
11.0 1.2113 1.0017 0.7344 0.6032
12.0 1.2441 0.8910 0.7086 0.6114
13.0 1.3,185- 0.7654 0.6788 0.6426
14.0 0-.6442 0.7764 0.7531 0.7338
15.0 0.8640 0.8197 0.8073 0.7969
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TABLE 2--Continued -

Wave Integrated Functions
Length --

1 8 (122 .10.8(2 ) a(42. l'8424)( )

4.0 0.9960 5.2567 0.8392 0.5373
4.5 1.2153 4.0966 0.9099 0.6512
5.0 1.1737 3.8962 0.8705 0.5812
5.5 1.1320 3.9727 0.8997 0.6358
6.0 0.9705 4.0924 0.8670 0.7564
6.5 1.0622 3.6415 0.8507 0.6025
7.0 1.2499 4.1155 0.8860 0.5434
8.0 1.1137 3.7775 0.9121 0.6365
9.0 1.0168 4.1325 0.8465 0.6336

10.0 1.0319 3.8474 0.8219 0.6316
11.0 1.142`- 4.2182 1.0317 0.7460
12.0 1.0236 3.9592 0.8386, 0.6673
13.0 0.8594 4.6640 0.7617 0.6690
14.0 0.7808 4.1003 0.7526 0.7283
15.0 0.8225 3.4925 0.8000 0.7866

4.0 0.9253 0.7818 0.6392 0.5362
4.5 0.8783 0.9751 0.7861 0.6754
5.0 0.9331 0.7933 0.6296 0.5334
5.5 0.9535 0.8248 0.6765 0.5907
6.0 0.8792 0.8071 0.7127 0.6322
6.5 0.9322 0.8338 0.6820 0.5903
7.0 0.9740 0.8372 0.6265 0.5137
8.0 0.9887 0.8873 0.6672 0.5363
9.0 0.8748 0.8327 0.7490 0.7034
10.0 0.9737 0.9388 0.7496 0.7164
11.0 1.0017 0.8182 0.6493 0.5947
12.0 0.8910 0.8068 0.7131 0.6378
13.0 0.7654 0.7067 0.6716 0.6456
14.0 0.7764 0.7751 0.7614 0.7465
15.0 0.8197 0.8237 0.8175 0.8142
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TABLE 2--'Contlnued

Wave Integrated Functions
Length

x" s (P1P3 ,8(4.)0P 13,U ) "(314 ,:)s UA3 ,4)

4.0 0.6402 0.8392 5.9187 0.9078
4.5 0.7529 0.9099 4.3549 0.9624
5.0 0.9637 0.8705 4.5400 0.9803
5.5 0.7118 0.8997 4.4935 1.0027
6.0 0.7622 0.86?0 5.3565 0.9446
6.5 0.7012 0.8507 5.0757 0.9426
7.0 0.6500 0.8860 4.6728 0.9883
8.0 0.7183 0.9121 4.2906 1.0724
9.0 0.7323 0.8465 4.6410 0.8483

10.0 0.7607 0.8219 4.43182 0.8504
11.0 0.8027 1.0317 4.5525 1.2318
12.0 0.7270 0.8386 3.8558 0.9116
13.0 0.6912 0.7617 6.1097 0.7505
14.0 0.7509 0.7526 6.2781 0.7534
15.0 0.8040 0.8000 3.4428 0.7866

4.0 0.6102 0.6392 0.7389 0.6984
4.5 0.7394 0.7861 0.9637 0.8655
5.0 0.6338 0.6296 0.7098 0.6704
5.5 0.6780 0.6765 0.7552 0.7070
6.0 0.7350 0.7127 0.7120 0.6732
6.5 067-07- 0.6820 0.7770 0.7389
7.0 0.6114 0.6265 0.7704 0.6787
8.0 0.6739 0.6672 0.7778 0.6829
9.0 0.7216 0.7490 0.8369 0.8357

10.0 0.7587 0.7496 0.9511 0.9360
11.0 0.7344 0.6493 0.6443 0.6327
12.0 0.7086 0.7131 0.7545 0.7449
13.0 0.6788 0.6716 0.6764 0.6764
14.0 0.7531 0.7614 0.7780 0.7846
15.0 0.8073 0.8175 0.8378 0.8405
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TABLE 2-I I nu- n-h

Wave Integratod Functions
Length . ..

4.0 0.4889 0.5373 0.9078 10.0369
4.5 0.6175 0.6512 0.9624 6.3336
5.0 0.8655 0.5812 0.9803 7.9527
5.5 0.5738 0.6358 1.0027 7.8346
6.0 0.6770 0.7564 0.9446 8.7145
6.5 0.5473 0.6025 0.9426 8.0955
7.0 0.4631 0.5434 0.9883 8.1149
8.0 0.5347 0.6365 1.0724 7.4964
9.0 0.6333 0.6336 0.8483 8.0003

10.0 0.6202 0.6316 0.8504 7.2729
11.0 0.6301 0.7460 1.2318 8.0950
12.0 0.61.81 0.6673 0.9116 8.0056
13.0 0.6467 0.6690 0.7505 9.6892
14.0 0.7289 0.7283 0.7534 9.5403
15.0 0.7930 0.7866 0.7886 7.9642

4.0 0.4911 0.5362 0.6984 1.0331
4.5 0.6224 0.6754 0.8655 1.3455
5.0 0.5019 0.5334 0.6704 0.9s18
5.5 0.5696 0.5907 0.7070 0.9722
6.0 0.6518 0.6322 0.6732 0.8029
6.5 0.5476 0.5903 0~.7389 1.0484
7.0 0.4734 0.5137 0.6787 1.1035
8.0 (,.5192 0.5363 0.6929 1.0821
9.0 0.6474 0.7034 0.8357 1.0582

10.0 0.6356 0.7164 0.9360 1.2223
11.0 0.6032 0.5947 0.6327 0.7145
12.0 0.6114 b.6378 0.7449 0.9358
13.0 0.6426 '0.6496 0.6764 0.7218
14.0 0.7338 0.7456 0.7846 0.8369
1540 0,7989 0.8142 0.8405 0.8795
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TABLE 3

S aj S(Ui

FOR DISCRETE POSITIONS OF INCIDENT RAY AND WAVE
LENGTHS ( X)--BASED ON EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Wave Direction of Incident Ray
Length

A, •i W2 P3 V4

4.0 1.2021 1.4859 1.5749 1.4848
4.5 1.1822 1.4008 1.4324 1.2899
5.0 1.1229 1.2893 1.3575 1.3139
5.5 1.1306 1.3272 1.3823 1.3440
6.0 1.1117 1.3380 1.5178 1.4334
6.5 1.0757 1.2567 1.4696 1.3590
7.0 1.1546 1.3394 1.3887 1.3284
8.0 1.1248 1,3028 1.3575 1.3151
9.0 1.1335 1.3543 1.4261 1.3917

10.0 1.1297 1.3282 1.4213 1.3677
11.0 1.1779 1.3980 1.4171 1.3959
12.0 1.1073 1.3100 1.2735 1.2674
13.0 1.12017 1.3653 1.5833 1.4651
14.0 1.05712 1.3053 1.6618 1.5207
15.0 1.0485 1.2494 1.2432 1.43.38
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APPENDIX B

ei (BASED ON AC - 10) FOR DISCRETE POSITIONS

OF INCIDENT RAY AND WAVE LENGTH
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APPENDIX C

NUMERICALLY INTEGRATED AXIALLY-SYMMETRIC SCATTERING

FUNCTION FOR DISCRETE POSITIONS

AND SIZE PARAMETER (L)
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APPENDIX C

TABLE 5

NUMERICALLY INTEGRATED AXIALLY-SYMMETRIC SCATTERING
FUNCTION FOR DISCRETE POSITIONS AND SIZE
PARAMETER (L)--BASED ON THEORETICAL DATA
SPHERICAL PARTICLES, REFRACTIVE INDEX 1.6

Size Integrated Functions
Parameter

C vllp0(1fp s•)'~j s(pl.Uq

2 1.43671 1.34821 0.77463 0.58122
3 1.99736 1.69822 0.76401 0.25075

C • (v 1,-U]) 8(v •Ul, a (I 1,0 -,p a W.I., -U4)

2 1.22867 1.20665 0.77973 0.42696
3 1.54406 1.33614 0.50062 0.21109

2 1.34821, 1.49750 1.25648 1.04734
3 1.69822 2.07478 1.51562 0.49900

M s(142,-Mi.) a ('A 2 ,'-0 ) a (V•2, "# v ) s( (!2, -Ui•)

2 1.20665 0.89952 0.50756 0.24208
3 1.33614 0.70709 0.28506 0.16147

C 8 (IA3 ,1i 4 (43 40• sp (3#4 ,a) (W•3 ,IIA)

2 0.97463 1.25648 1.94134 2.17055

3 0.76401 1.51562 2.54656 2.10988
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TABLE 5--Continued

Size .. Integrated Functions
Parameter

M 1 (W3, "U V a (V'3' 8• (UA3, I• )~ 8(;3' "U4•)

2 0.77973 0.50756 0.25442 0.15083
3 0.50062 0.28506 0.20591 0.18599

S•. imLi , if s ii ii

I (1 I6 V 8 ii A .V 8 m 4 6i; a (141 4

2 0.58122 1.04734 2.17'35 3.64634
3 0-.2,5075, 0.49900 2.10988 5.35301

8 (14, 1A j) a (144 -UP• ) (44, -ý) S, (4, -0ý)

2 0.42696 0.24208 0.15083 0.16210
3 0.21109 0.16147 0.18599 0.24173
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APPENDIX D

TABLE 6

FOR DISCRETE POSITIONS OF INCIDENT RAY AND PARTICLE
SIZE PARAMETER (&)--BASED ON THEORETICAL DATA

SPHERICAL PARTICLES, REFRACTIVE INDEX - 1 .6

Size Direction of Incident Ray
Parameter

4i1  42  93 IA4

2 1.022 1.013 1.000 1.008

3 1.049 1.077 1.052 1.008
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APPENDIX E

ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF SCATTERING FUNCTION CURVES

BASED ON THEORETICAL DATA - MIE CURVES

REFRACTIVE INDEX 1.6
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APPENDIX F

SAMPLE DATA
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P~gure 4t8. Experimental Data. Angular Distribution
of Intensity--2.5
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APPENDIX G

NOTES ON lITERATURE ON LIGHT SCATTERING

As menticned in the body of this dissertation, the survey of the
literature is by no means complete, and it has not been assumed to
be. The literature reported in the bibliography represents some of
the papers that were considered important in relation to this inves-
tigation. Most of them were studied to enlighten the investigator on
the.techniques of light scattering weasurements. This appendix,
covering additional notes on available literature, has been added for
the benefit of thosi readers who might be interested in further study
of the theoretical applications of this technique or Lhe practical
adaptations of its methods for use in particular fields of research.

Johnson and LaMer (73)1 presented a very good discussion of the
Mie theory. Particle radius can be determined by measaring the an-
gular position of the "red orders" of the higher-order Tyndall spectra
for mono-dispersed sols. The experimental apparatus consisted es-
sentially of four elements: (1) an intense collimated beam of light;
(2) a transparent cell to hold the sol; (3) a telescope in which to
observe *the scattered light; and (4) a protractor in which to measure
the angle between the incident beam and the telescope. Angular po-
sitions were considered accurate to within one degree. In addition,
previous work of LaMer and co-workers was discussed, including the
description of the.method in which alpha minimum was used to analyze
and verify the Mie theory.

A LaMer and Barnes paper (90) included a note on symbols in
which the authors suggested the standardization of symbols since they
felt that the literature contained widely varying symbolism which was
confvusing. They suggested that clearer, unambiguous descriptions of
scattering be standardized, and they offered definitions to be con-
sidered for adoption.

DeVore and Pfund (29) experimented with dielectric powders of
zinc sulfide And titanium-dioxide. Using the changing position of
the Mie minimum with-variation of refractive index and an extrapola-
tion procedure, they were able to measure the refractive index of
various powders. In addition, they reported on an interesting way to
predict the Mie minimum for substances of known refractive indices.
"The wave length of the 'Mie minimum' changes as the refractive index
of the medium surrounding the particle is changed." And "The
spectral-transmission curve of a film of dielectric powder having
uniform particle size shows a very pronounced minimum corresponding
to the Mie scattering maximum." The metlod is restricted, however,
to the following: (a) the sample must have very uniform particle
size; and (b) the particle size must be such that the Mie minimum will
fall in a measurable region of the spectrum.

iNumbers in parthdses refer to items in the bibliography.
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Sinclair (132) discassed the factor of 2 foi extinction c;o~s
sections of large particles, originating with the work of Rayleigh.
He briefly related the historical progress of Mie and Rayleigh, and
noted previous experimental work. The Mie equations are theoretically
valid for any value of size parameter (alpha), but they are difficult
to calculate for larger values and become impractical to nalculate
for alpha greAter than 10 cr 12, due to the slow convergence of the
series in the equations. He discussed briefly the workin which Debye
presented an approximate formula for calculations for large values of
alpha. Eor large values of alpha tne extinction cross section is
K = 2;fr . From geometrical opticz it can be seen that for large
spheres the scattering cross section is equal to two times the geo-
metric cross sections. He then concluded thet (1) either the Mie
theory was wrong-for--arge alpha (although correct for smaller
alphaT, or (2) the theory is correct but Is difficult to verify ex-
perimentally for large spheres. It now appears that the Mie theory
is c 2rrect and the theoretical cross section for large spheres is
21Vr when both diffracted and intercepted light is considered. In
most practical measurementsi only the intercepted light can be de-
tected since the diffracted light is indistinguishable from the in-
nident beam.

Henry (66) considered the transmission of powder films in the
infra-red region. A globar source was used and the powder was pre-
pared on a disc for transmission measurements. In general, he found
that the dry powder films consisting of small particles adhering to
transparent plates have spectral transmission curves considerably
different from th9,e af the same materials in bulk form. The infra-
red spectra from1 to 14 microns were !nvestigated.

Hardy and YLung (51) discussed the use of Beer's law for mix-
tures. "The dependence of light absorptionr on length of path in a
homogeneous medium was correctly stated by Bouguer in 1729." In
'1852 Beer discovered that varying the concentration of an absorbing
substance has the same effect as varying the length of path. Both
Bouguer and Beer's lsw have been observed to fail if the light is not
sufficiently monochromatic. The authors attempt to explain that
Beer's law does not fAil when a substance fails to obey the law, but
it is the improper use of the law that is the cause of the failure.
For a mixture of substances Beer's law must be applied to each com-
ponent of the mixture. The paper discusses multi-componont systems.

Zimm (166) presented theoretical expressions for the intensity
of light scattering as a function of angle in concentration. In-
cluded is a discussion uf apparatus used to measure light scattering
from polystyrene solutions. White light has been used in conjunction
with a filter to obtain a particulsr wave length.

Sinclair and LaMer (134) made one of the very important contri-
butions to the field of light scattering as 4 measure o. particle
sizes in aerosols. The paper contains a very good bac1mround of the
Mie and Rayleigh equations and discusses tke "factor of 2 error"
which has appeared in some equations found in the literature. (This
discussion appeared in earlier papers.) For the experimental
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measurements monochromatic light was used whose wave length of .524
plus or minus .OLe-Al€c-n was obtained through the use of a filter.
Measurements of angular distributions of 3 to 175 degrees were made
at frequent intervals. The resulting measurements were integrated
cver the entire sphere and compared with the Mie theory. The varia-
tion in particle size was used to establish the particle size
parameter, alpha, variation. The scattering cross section was ob-
te.ined by comparison with the brightness of a diffuse reflector of
known reflectivity. Use was made of the fact that for single scat-
tering the intensity is a fimection of concentration. This is true,
of course, only if the concentration is sufficiently low that second-
ary scattering is negligible. If single scattering exists, the in-
tensity scattered in a particular direction and from a given volume
will vary with the particle number concentration, as well as with the
particle radius raised to some power, as given in the equation

= nkrP. Variation of the exponent p with r has becn evaluated.
The authors dlscussed a method to obtain size distribution in a fog
of non-uniform droplet size by allowing it to settle in a convection-
free fog clamber and observing the decrease in scattering intensity
with time. The paper also discussed Gucker's measurements, using
what is .elleved to he the post sensitive aerosol detector reported,
1u0(10)¶• micrograms or 104 grams per liter. A method is discussed
fol producing fogs of uniform droplet sizes which do not vary more
than 10 percent from the average found by microscopic meaburement.
The droplets are below 0.2 micron. Plots calculated with the aid of
mathematical tables are included for the angular distribution func-
tions iI and i 2 which are complicated functions of particle size
parameter, refractive index, and scattering angle theta. Polar dia-
grams for m = 1.55 and alpha = 1.5 and 3.6 are presented to show a
typical diagram. Unfortunately, no curves or scattered diagrams are
presented for the fogs of non-uniform droplet size, which would en-
able a comparison of their work with that of other investigators.
Included in the appendix is a discussion of absorption and complex
refractive index,

"Absorption may arise from two causes: (1) in conducting
media for which the conductivity, sigma, is finite, and (2) in
dielectrics when the incident wave length is not far from that
of an emission line. The first type of absorption is the only
one considered in the derivation of the Mie theory. The second
type of absorption results from the interaction of bound elec-
trons and the incident electro-magnetic wave."

Kerker and LaMer (82) used the polarization ratio method to
analyze scattering light for equal size dictribution of sulfur hydro-
soj.s. Filtered white light of 4360 angstroms and 5460 angstroms was
used. The polarization ratio method can be nonsidered, using meas-
urements of the ratio of the intensities of the horizontal to verti-
cal components of the scattered light, provided that alpha is less
than 2. For values of alpha larger than 2 the ratio is no longer
monotonic but undergoes a highly irregular fluctuation as a function
of alpha. If the ratio is plotted as a function of angle of observa-
tion for a specific value of alpha, the resulting curve exhibits the
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maxima and minima. The angular position and number of these maxima
and minima vary in a regular manner with increasing alpha. When alpha
is greater than 1.5, these maxima and minima move toward the forward
direction as alpha increases.

Dandliker (25) obtained the particle size of polystyrene latex
from angular positions of minimunm intensity. The method is quite
similar to that of LaMer and Sinclair in their study of aerosols and
to the investigations of Johnson and LaMer in the determination of
particle sizes of sulfur hydrosols. The apparatus used was the modi-
fied Debye apparatus. Angular distribution of intensities was meas-
ured at angles between 20 and 14+ degrees. A mercury arc source was
used with monochromatic light of uave length 4358 angstroms. The
positions of minimum intensity in an angular dependence curve are
functions of both refractive index and particle size parameter; hence,
the location of these positions, that is, theta minimum, can be used
to determine the-size-of a sphere. This is a method similar to that
used by LdMer and Sinclair and by Johnson and LaMer when they studied
the particle size of sulfur hydrosols. Dandliker has extended these
studies and the measurements are carried out in the presence of true
absorpti'n. Results of his investigation were compared with the
sphere-diameter measurement using an electron microscope, and results
were considered within experimental error.

A paper by Carr and Zimm (13) considers light scattering from
liquids, using three methods: (1) transmission, (2) integrated scat-
tering, and (3) scattering at 90 degrees. The errors of their de-
sign have been discussed: (a) refractive index of cell, correction
is required, (b) volume of cell as "seen" by photometer, correction
is required, and (c) the sensitivity of the photo cell variation.
The electronic system was nearly the same as that used by Zimm (167),
although it was moTrt•d slightly. Corning filters were used to ob-
tain wave lengths 4358 and 5461 angstroms. Scattering of liquids
such as benzene, carbon tetrachloride, dibenzyl, and sucrose octa-
acetate wav measured. Turbidity measurements were included.

Hart and Montroll (53) presented a theoretical evaluation of the
solutions of the electro-magnetic theory (closed-form approximation
of Rayleigh and Mie theories). The approximate theory yields total
scattering cross sections in good agreement with exact methods for
refractive indices 1 to 1.5. The Rayleigh-Gans theory is summarized
for spheres of uniform density and of Gaussian density. No absorp-
tion is considered.

In a paper by Cleveland and Raymond (22) the introduction offers
a particularly good review of the theoretical and experimentai work
in light scattering. The authors were the first to make m,.asurements
of integrated scattering by metallic spheres; however, results were
obtained on layers of particles rather than on an aerosol. A Perkin-
Elmer spectrometer, Model 12A, was used. The extinction, rather than
angular scattering, was measured. The slit width was varied to main-
tain fhll deflection on chart; consequently, angle reception also
varied. Carbonyl iron was used in their experiment with a particle
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size of 2.7 microns on the average and with a range of 0.5 to 5 mi-
crons. The specimen consisted of a layer of particles or a film of
particles of rather close proximity (3.4-micron diameter maximum).
The investigation covered a wave length range of 0.45 to 15 microns,
utilizing a sodium chloride prism. The measured size of spheres was
not considered to be accurate. The curves plotted were scattering
area coefficienrrl versus particle size parameter, alpha; however,
alpha was based on multi-dispersed systems. Since the size of the
particles was not accurately determined, the particle size parameter
was -based on an average Lize of particle. It was reported that the
error in k was probably due to the uncertainty in the obtained
transmission values and the measured area coverage factors. The area
coverage factor was used in the determination of the particle size
parameter, alpha. It was suggested that the error in alpha, esti-
mated to be within 3 to 5 percent, was due to the uncertainty in
sphere size.

Gumprecht and Sliepcevich (48) define and discuss the terms:
apparent and actual scattering coefficients. The actual scattering
coefficient is based on the total amount of light scattered by a par-
ticle in all directions, whereas the apparent scattering coefficient
k is based on the amount of light scattered by a particle in all
directions except within a cone of half-angle theta in the fcrTard
direction. Scattering coefficient k is defined as the ratio between
the scattering cross-section and the geometric cross-section of the
spherical particle. For large values of alpha kt approaches the
value of 2 rather than 1. This D;ienomena, which might appear impos-
sible for a large spherical particle, is explained on the basis of
Babinet's principle of diffraction by opaque circular discs. Since
the apparent scattering coefficient has a value of 1 and approaches a
value of 2, depending upon the value of the half angle theta of the
cone of reception, a distinction is made between ka and kt, with the
ratio ka to kt being defined as R. The defined term R is computed
from diffraction theory and compared with the Mie theory. The ad-
vantages of the lens-pinhole detector are discussed. Also discussed
is experimental work on the transmission of light through dispersions
of glass spheres suspended in water to test the validity of computed
values of R. According to this report, the lens-pinhole optical
system excludes practically all stray light from the photo tube. The
exact value for the half-angle theta can be calculated readily from a
direct measurement of the diameter of the pinhole and the\ focal
length of the lens. The value of theta is a constant and is inde-
pendent of the location of the illuminated particle in the path of
the beam or in the fringes of the beam. For the above three reasons,
the lens-pinhole optical system is preferred.-

In another-paper-Gumprecht and Sliepcevich (49) discussed their
particle size measurements on poly-dispersed systems. Their previous
analytical and experimental investigations of light transmission
equations were combined with Stoke's law of settling. The ratio of
actual to total scattering coefficients, R, defined in earlier work,
was used in the transmission equation. Light transmission measure-
ments were made on a dispersion containing particles above the
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colloidal size range. The intensity of the transmitted light will,
of course, gradually increase as the particles settle out under the
influence of gravity. The size range of particles settling during
any interval of time can be computed from Stoke's law. Consequently,
a combination of Stoke's law and the transmission equations permitted
14ght transmission measurements on a dispersion undergoing tranquil
settling with time, making possible direct measurement of the rela-
tionship between intensity and time and calculation of the number of
particles as a function of diameter of the largest particle to obtain
the so-called size-frequency distribution curve.

Kerker and Hampton (81) used unfiltered light in an attempt to
improve results obtained in the measurement of particle sizes by
monochromatic light and measuring polarization ratio. Results from
the unfiltered light method are comparable to those from monochro-
matic light, and the authors conclude that it is unnecessary to
filter light when using polarization methods.

Maron and Lou (101) utilized light scattering measurements for
the determination of molecular weights. In this work Ludox (a
finely-dispersed colloid of silica in water) was used with results
being reported as very good.

Aughey and Baum (1) designed a device to measure the angular
distribution of intensity very near the zero direction (forward scat-
tering). Their angular dependence light scattering device, using a
mercury arc as aj.zurc-e, was constructed by Dupont de Nemours. The
intensity was varied with filters and through use of.a slit control.
Angular variation was from 140 degrees to .05 degrees. This was the
only device described in the literature that could measure the angu-
lar distribution of intensity to such a small angle or so close to
the forward direction. The author's experiment, using white light
and filters, was restricted in wave length. This was the first
paper encountered which mentioned continuous scanning. The incident
beam used was not parallel, and this varied from most experiments
reported in the literature. A photo-multiplier was used. The opti-
cal system is exceptionally good.

Tabibian, Peller, rpel (150) offer an introduction and review
which is particularly good for background material.

Sekera (13) has presented a theoretical paper on light scatter-
ing which discusses the experimental techniques of light scattering
as applied to atmospheric studies. The integro-differential equation
of radiative transfer is discussed for atmospheric radiation. The
normalized scattering function is expressed in the equation.
Rayleigh type of scattering is assumed and the expression for the
scattering function is that expressed by Chandrasekhar. A photo-
electric polarimeter was constructed for mnasurements.

Heller and Pangonis (62) considered turbidity measurements on a
theoretical basis. Mie, Rayleigh-Gans, Debye, and Einstein equations
are compared briefly in the introduction.
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Heller and Tabibian (64) summarize errors in colloidal cells
used in turbidity measurements.

Heller-and Pugh (63) report on an experiment on particles of
.67 micron in diameter and a refractive inder of 1.2. This was an
experimental investigation on the effect of light scattering upon
the refractive index of a colloid or of colloidal particles. An un-
certainty of .003 in the refractive index will give 5 percent error
in particle size measurements, calculated from turbidity measure-
ments. Therefore, the refractive index should be kniown to four dec-
imal places.

Tabibian and Heller (149) made scattering measurements at 90 de-
grees on very small spheres, that is .046 to .824 micron in diameter.
Plots were included which show the concentration dependence of light
scattering at 90 degrees for several substances. Variation of light
scattering at 90 degrees with particle diameter is also included.
Curve shows maxima and minima comparable to the theoretical Mie equa-
tions for turbidity measurements (that is, extincticn measurements).
Considerable discussion has been devoted to those curves which ex-
hibit a decrease in the 90 degree intensity ratio with increasing
concentration and to a point of inflection which occurs in some of
the curves of 90 degree intensity versus concentration. Some of
this is explained by the lateral radiation of multiple scattering.
The point has been made that measurements of angular distribution
should be taken with various solid angles and that the solid angle
for the 90 degree measurement should be sufficiently small to con-
sider scattering from a single particle. This procedure for the
variation in solid angle should be followed unless the solid angle
that is used is small enough that the ratio of the intensity of
90 degrees to the incident intensity is independgnt of solid angle.
The solid angle used was reported to be 4.1(i0)" steradian.

Penndorf (116) discussos an approximation method for solution
of Mie equations for refractive indices less than 2, but for any
value of particle size parameter, alpha. The paper is based on the
scattering theory for spheres of refractive indices near 1. 1hase
and amplitude of scattering coefficient at the extrema are computed.
rte results are plotted in three-dimensional form, which permits
graphical interpretation. The investigation was a theoretical pres-
entation as opposed to experimental. The author concludes that his
method is much less time-consuming than using -an exact solution to
the Mie equations and that a complete description of the functional
relationship between the-scattering coefficient k and the size of the
sphere exists.

Heller, Naka~waki and Wallach (61) present a theoretical analysis
or a comparison of the Rayleigh-Gans and the Mie theories. Investi-
gation is for non-absorbing spheres.

Bateman, Wenack, and Eshler (4) determined the particle size and
concentration from spectral photometric transmission. Experimental
measurements for characterization of biological hydrosols in the



micron range with respect to size, concentration and refractive index
are reported. Measurements were made in the visible and long ultra-
violet range. The spectro-photometer design made careful note of the
specifications set by Heller and Tabibian in their "error study".

Bonnelycke and Dandliker (8) used a colloidal of silica, Ludox,
for their scattering measurements, since it supposedly does not ab-
sorb at wave lengths of interest, that is, using a mercury arc and
wave lengths of 4358 and 5461 angstroms. The transmission versus
90-degree readings were compareg for particles 10 to 15 micro-microns
in diameter with a weight of 100.

A paper by Heller and Nakagaki, No. VII in a serie , (61) refers
to dissymmetry, wrtich relates to the fact that the scattered light in
the forward direction is greater than the scattered light in the
backward direction. The theoretical calculation of dissymmetry is
90 + delta gamma and 90 - delta gamma. Delta gamma is the angle be-
tween the scattered--intensity and incident ray and is equal to 1+5 de-
grees, giving dissymmetry at 45 and 135 degrees. The delta gamma
equal to 90 degrees was presented in papers V and V1. The spheres
considered had a refractive index of 1.2. The Mie theory was con-
sidered, using the particle size parameter 0.2(0.2)15.2. The diameter
is equal to 0.2 microns for the green mercury line, that is, at the
15.2 value of the particle size parameter. This paper, as all of
Hellei's work, is a very detailed theoretical examination of the re-
sults of the Mie equation, and it can be considered one of the most
extensive works in the area.

Greenberg ('+3) used the scalar wave equation which is applicable
to quantum-mechanics and acoustical problems as a basis for calcula-
tions. Non-spherical scatterers are compared with sperical scat-
terers.

Pritchard and Elliott (124) discuss the polar nephelometer and
the transmissometer. These two instruments were used to measure
light scattering and transmission of the atmospheres. The scattering
function was referred to as the scattering index. They found that if
white light and a broad band receiver were used large errors in scat-
tering and attenuation measurements resulted. The article contains
a description of the nephelometer, which can be called a device for
measuring the scattering of atmosphere. It utilizes a photo-
multiplier detector. Scattering in the atmosphere was considered,
and irregular shaped particles were encountered. The resulting curves
were smooth functions. The only irregularity appearing in their
curves was attributed to unstable conditions on a particular experi-
ment in fog.

Kerker and Matijevic (84) experimentally analyzed light scat-
tering of mono-dispersed polystyrene latexes at 45, 90, and 135 de-
grees, in another investigation to verify the Mie theory. The ex-
perimentally determined polarization ratio was compared with the Mie
theory. Discrepancies noted between theory and experiment were at-
tributed to secondary scattering. Measurements were made on systems
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containing latex particles of sizes 1380, 2640, 5110, and 5570

angstroms. A photometer was used for measuring the scattered inten-
sity.

Brackett and Charney designed an apparatus for measuring the
spectral dependence of light scattering from large particles. How-
ever, a very narrow angular range, 26.5 to 86 degrees, was used.

Keith and Derrick (77) studied the measurement of par!.1cle size
distributions and concentrations of cigarette smoke. The signifi-
cance of this paper to the current investigation is contained in the
centrifugal aerosol collector designed to collect parUi~'.es in the
range .05 to 10 microns in diameter. The investigation sought to
find the distribution of particle sizes in cigarette smokes.

Langer and Lieberman (92) discuss the difficultirs in obtaining
mono-dispersed aerosols. The atomization of mono-dispersed latex
lattice does not necessarily produce mono-dispersed aerosol.

Coumou (24) developed an apparatus with which he measured the
Rayleigh factor for benzene and some other pure liquids. Light scat-
tering by liquids or solutions is determined by compartson with a
standard liquid, for which the scattering power has been previously
determined. In general, the standard is benzene. The absolute
scattering of light by liquid can be characterized by the Rayleigh
factor and the equation for this is presented.

Frei and Gunthard (39) consider the distortion of signals from
a photometer due to slit widths, scanning speeds, and type of filter
used. Influence parameters are defined and discussed.

Quoting from a paper by Greenberg, Pedersen, and Pedersen (44),
in general it can be said that

"Particles with spherical symmetry present no difficulties.
Similarly, several types of axially symmetric scatterers can
be treated by analytical and numerical methods for the situa-
tion in which the radiation is directed along the axis of sym-
metry, except for certain special cases there exists no suit-
able solutions for non-spherical particles. It is for this
reason that we have developed an experimental method, which
uses micro-wave techniques for obtaining both photo cross
sections and angular scattering distributions from arbitrarily-
shaped particles."

"By proper scaling, the results are applicable to the
scattering of light or of any wave length of electro-magnetic
radiation. so long as the mechanism of scattering can be con-
sidered a clasvi7faI application of electro-magnetic theory."

Angular distribution measurements were made for angles-between 10 de-
grees and 170 degrees, at 5-degree increments rather than continuous
scanning. The total cross section was investigated. Single spheres
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with refractive index 1.603 (luicite) were used and results were plot-
ted on the theoretical Mie curve. In addition, spheroids and cylin-
ders.were used to make measurements, some of which were made with 3
centimeters wave length (1.25 inches). The size of particle was 3
centimeters, that is, the same order of magnitude as the wave length.
The angular scattering distributions of spheres are fairly well in
agreement with theory. The Mie and Van de Hulst solutions are ap-
plicable. They were interested in solutions to inter-stellar dust
problems. Particles with real refractive indices were used.

Pangonis; He.ler, and Economou (114), in another of a series of
papers published by Heller and co-workers on light scattering, con-

*,, -didered various refractive indices 1.05 (.05)(1.3), and particle size
parameter, alpha, .2(.2)25.6. The ratio of intensity at 90 degrees
to the incident intensity was plotted versus alpha for the various
refractive indices. Secondary fluctuations were noted for the larger
values of refractive index. The ratio of intensity wns higher at
smaller values of particle size parameter and was also highir for
larger values of refractive index. The data included in this report,
together with that in previous reports, supplies the data required
for emulsion studies for particles between 0 and 3.3 microns in di-
ameter and for mercury-vacuum wave length (5460.73 angstroms).

Gibbon, Nichol-sgLaughridge, and Rudkin (40) used a nephelometer
to measure transmission and scattering properties at night on the
Nevada desert atmosphere. Particles were assumed to be in a range
0.1 to 0.6 micron in diameter, and source receivers were located at a
distance of 0.51 to 13.17 miles. The scattered intensity at a par-
ticular angle, as compared to tho scattered intensity at 10 degrees,
was plotted as a function of the scattering angle. The data was then
extrapolated to 0 from 10 degrees. White light was used with wave
lengths 0.4, 0.45, 0.5, and 0.55 micron. No mention was made of the
method used in extrapolation. The ratio of the scattered intensity
at 0 degrees as compared to that at 90 degrees was 50 or more. The
angular distribution was measured in 10-degree intervals o':ar a
range from 10 to 170 degrees. It is of particular interest to the
investigation presented here that the curves are smooth functions, as
would be expected dwlthparticles of irregular sizae.

Deirmendjian, Clasen, and Viezee (27) made detailed computations
of Mie scattering at Rand Corporation, considering complex indices of
refraction. Most of the results were presented in graphic form for
spheres of various optical properties. Scattering and absorption
characteristics were calculated. The summary and comments in this
paper are particularly noteworthy. It is pointed out that small
changes in the absorption index have large influences on the inten-
sity and polarization of scattered flux. "Both theory and experi-
mental measurements show that the scattering properties of a poly-
dispersed media tend to be smooth functions of the scattering angle."
Theoretical invebtigations have shown that flux scattered at angles
between 0 and 40 degrees exceed the back-scattered flux at angles be-
tween140 to 180 degrees by 2 to 40 orders of magnitude. The authors
notedcthat the ratio mentioned above does not depend on the
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absorption properties in a simple manner. In addition, they pointed
out that secondary maxima and minima are absent in the case of ab-
sorbing particles.

Gucker and Egan (45) measured angular variation by developing an
elaborate system and exercising great care in suspending single par-
ticles of dioctyl phthlate 0.7 to 1.5 microns in radius between
electro-static plates 19 millimeters apart and 75 millimeters in di-
ameter. A very ingenious method was used to suspend a single par-
ticle for measurement, the size of which was calculated from Stoke's
law. After measuring the rate 9f fall while viewing the particle
through a microscope, the results were compared to the Mie theory
based on calculations-wtith 10-degree intervals. Curves were normaliz-
ed to obtain'a fit between the experimental and theoretical results.
The first maxima, with theta approximately equal to 42 degrees,
served as a standard. The distribution of angular intensity over a
range of 40 to 140 degrees was considered, and white light with a
filter was used to obtain a wave length of 436 milli-microns with a
band widtb of 7 milli-microns. The following explanation was of-
fered for the deviation of the experimental results from the theo-
retical results: In theory the light was collected by infinitesimal
aperture, while the experimental results were obtained through the
use of a lens system which integrated the radially varying intensity
over a 5.3 degree range. Also, in theory, monochromatic light is
considered, whereas in the experimental work a wave length band of
7 milli-microns was necessary. This seems to be the only paper
available in the literature covering an investigation in which meas-
urements on a single particle were made to validate the Mie theory.

Dezelic and Kratohvil (30) reevaluated previous work on latexes.
The particle size measured was lower than that obtained from the
electron microscopy, but no reason was given for this.

Gibbons, Laughridge, Nichols, and Krause (40), in a test similar
to one completed in 1959 but using measurements made under cloudy
skies, used both white and near infra-red sources. In a comparison
of the results with those of the previous investigations, the results
with partial cloud coverage were similar to clear sky, but the full
cloud coverage had more influence. All the curves presented were
smooth functions.

Keller (78) presents an excellent discussion on the geometrical
theory of diffraction, with an exceptionally good introduction. It
is a paper that should be read in conjunction with books on electro-
magnetic wave theory; for example, the work of Stratton.

Butler (12) examined the effects of light scattering on absorp-
tion spectra and presents analytical expressions which predict spec-
tral characteristics of light scattering media. In general, little
work has been done to describe the transmission and absorption
properties of materials; however, Butler has investigated the ab-
sorption of light on such materials as calcium carbonate and aluminum
oxide powders as well.as~poly.*yrene lat, xes.
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Heller, Bhatnegar, and Nakagaki (58), in another of the series
of papers by Heller and co-workers, note that one of the character-
istic features of light scattering by non-absorbing spheres whose

j diameter is small compared to wave length (Rayleigh scattering) is
that the specific turbidity at infinite dilution can be expressed as
the Rayleigh factor, which is k ".A method of "wave length ex-
ponent" which is comparable to Debye's dissymmetry method for de-
termining size of particles which are negligibly small compared to
wave length is discussed. These have in common the important ad-
vantage that the concentration of the scattering material does not
need to be known, although single scattering must be prevalent.. A
theory of wave length exponent is given and theoretical calculations
are presented.

Penndorf (117) presents a very good discussion of the Mie theory
with explanations of various definitions of scattering coefficients,
intensity and scattering functions, etc. It points out the fact that
generalizations and conclusions of the Mie theory require quite ex-
tensive computations.

A publication by Kratohvil, Dezelic, and Kerker (86) is a survey
of papers, both experimental and theoretical, which have used the
Rayleigh ratio of benzene as a standard for calibration.ý It points
out the discrepancies between authors which are not attributable to
experimental error.

For those interested in light Ecattering publications of a the-
oretical niture, the following papers should be consulted in addition
to those already-menitionedt: Heller (55, 56, 58), Nakagaki (110, 111),
Schiff (128, 129), and Wyatt (163).
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APPENDIX H

NOMENCLATURE

English Symbols

a - Quadrature weight factorj
c - Velocity of light, (f':)(hr)'l

d - Particle diameter, (ft)

h - Planck's constant, (Btu)(hr)-I

I - Monochromatic intensity of radiation, (Btu)(ft) 2

(stearadian) -l

Ke n Extinctiolg-ncoss section

k n Boltzman's constant, (Btu)(R)"l

a a Scattering function

a - Distance along a ray, (ft)

x = Normal coordinate distance, (ft)

Greek-Syvmbols8

* a Particle size parameter

- Monochromatic mass extinction coefficient, (ft) 2 (lb )-
m

9- Polar angle, radians

e - Angle between incident and leaving ray, radians

x a Monochromatic mass absorption coefficient, (ft)2 (lb M)l

a Radiation wave length, (ft)

* Cosine S

- Frequency of Radiation, (hr)}'

W a 3.1416

P a Mass density, (lb )(ft)' 3

a Monochromatic mass scattering coefficient, (ft)2 (lb )-l
m
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- Optical depth

* w Azimuthal angle, radians

w = Solid angle, stearadian

Subscripts

i j Iteration index

j Iteration index
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